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Abstract 

Heegaard Floer homology is a new invariant for 3-manifolds and links introduced by Ozsvath and 

Szabo. It counts pseudo-holomorphic Whitney disks in the symmetric product of the Heegaard 

surface of the underlying manifold. This thesis is about showing the existence of a natural complex 

structure on the symmetric product Sym9 (E9) of a surface E9 and mainly studying the moduli 

space of the set of holomorphic representatives of Whitney disks for special cases of domains from 

the Heegaard diagram which are bigons and squares. These moduli spaces are relevant for the 

computation of the boundary map in Heegaard Floer Homology. All of this is done using basic 

tools from differential topology and complex analysis. We will end this thesis by briefly describing 

some of the analysis required to ground this work in the more general theory of J-holomorphic 

curves and partial differential operators. 
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Introduction 

Heegaard Floer homology is a recent invariant of closed and oriented 3-manifolds and links. It was 

first introduced in [OS04c] and [OS04b]. In [0806], Ozsvath and Szabo give a first introduction 

to Heegaard Floer homology and [0805] is a continuation of it. This homology is based on a 

variation of Floer homology for Lagrangian intersections and makes use of Gromov's theory of 

pseudo-holomorphic disks. To each closed and oriented 3-manifold with some extra data it assigns 

an abelian group which is up to isomorphism independent of these extra data. Two homeomorphic 

3-manifolds will give isomorphic groups. The aim of this thesis is not to give an account of all 

these developments but to focus on Heegaard Floer homology and a particular aspect. As the title 

suggests it gives an elementary approach to some aspects of the theory. By elementary approach 

one means an approach which comes from simple intuitions. We do not discuss the analysis involved 

in the Heegaard Floer theory, the independence with respect to analytic data and will not give a 

combinatorial description. With such an approach we still can get some information, especially for 

the computation of the boundary map. 

Two important things in the Heegaard Floer homology are the symmetric product of the Hee

gaard surface and the J-holomorphic Whitney disks on the symmetric product. The main results 

of this thesis are, first the proof that the symmetric product Sym9 (E9) of a Riemann surface has a 

natural complex structure, which is the direct image of the product structure on the g-fold Carte

sian product of the surface. This is done in Chapter 5. The proof we give involves some concepts 

of complex analysis such as analytic sets and analytic continuation. It is elementary in the sense 

that we give an explicit construction of the complex charts. 

The second one involves the counting of holomorphic disks in Heegaard Floer homology. Using 

the complex structure from Chapter 5 one proves that for the domain corresponding to convex 

bigons or convex squares, there is exactly a !-parameter family of holomorphic Whitney disks. 

v 
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This is done by applying elementary tools from complex analysis and differential topology. We 

make a discussion on the fact that if there is at least one non-convex vertex then the dimension 

increases at least by one and it becomes irrelevant for computing the boundary map. Chapter 7 

contains the principal part of this. 

We end with a discussion on the larger context of counting J-holomorphic curves in almost

complex manifolds. We give a brief description of the problem of moduli space of J-holomorphic 

curves. 

For the prerequisites, we give in Chapter 1 some definitions and result on manifolds; in Chapter 

1 the section on connections is for the last chapter on moduli space of pseudo-holomorphic curves. 

Chapter 2 is about Morse theory focusing on Morse homology and Chapter 3 about complex and 

almost-complex structures; references for this chapter are [Wel80), [MS04), [MS98). Some basic 

background in general topology is needed for the discussion on symmetric product. In the last 

chapter, we use the notion of the first Chern class which is beyond the scope of this thesis, for this, 

the reader should look at extra references such as [Wel80), [MorOl). 

vi 
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Chapter 1 

Manifolds 

This is a review of some notions related to manifolds. References for manifolds, differentiable 

structure, transversality, vector bundles, metrics and connections can be found in the literature 

[Mil65] [GP74] [Rha60]. 

All the topological spaces in this chapter will be assumed to be Hausdorff and para-compact i.e 

every open cover has a locally finite open refinement. We denote 

1.1 Basic Structures 

Definition 1.1. A topological manifold of dimension n is a topological space M in which each point 

has a neighbourhood homeomorphic to an open set in R.i. 

The boundary of M denoted 8M is the set of points which correspond to points in {(x1, · · · , Xn) E 

R.nlxn = O}. 

M is called a topological manifold with boundary if 8M "I 0 and without boundary if 8M = 0. 

We also use the terminology n-dimensional manifold or n-manifold for a topological manifold 

of dimension n. 

Definition 1.2. A manifold M is called closed if it is compact without boundary. 

1 
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Section 1.1. Basic Structures Page 2 

Definition 1.3. Let p EN. A CP (resp. smooth) atlas on a topological manifold M of dimension 

n is a family (Uk, 'Pk)k such that: 

1. (Ukh is an open cover of M, 

2. for each k, 'Pk is an homeomorphism of Uk onto an open set of lRi, 

S. for each pair l, k of indices, 'Pk o cp!1 
: 'Pk (Uk n Uz) ---+ cpz (Uk n Uz) is a CP (resp. smooth) 

map. 

The pair (Uk, 'Pk) is called a local chart and the n-tuple (x1, · · · , Xn) of components of 'Pk is called 

a local coordinate system. 

The map 'Pk o cp! 1 is called a transition map. 

We define an equivalence relation on the set of atlases of class CP (resp. smooth atlases) on the 

same manifold by: 

iff for every l, k, 'Pk o </>!1 is a diffeomorphism. 

Definition 1.4. Ann-dimensional differentiable manifold of class CP (resp. a smooth manifold) 

is an n-dimensional topological manifold equipped with an equivalence class of CP (resp. smooth) 

atlases. 

We are specially interested in smooth manifolds. All the definitions which come below can be 

applied to CP manifolds. 

Definition 1.5. A smooth manifold M is called orientable if it possesses an atlas (Uk, 'Pk)k such 

that each transition map 'Pk o cp!1 has a strictly positive Jacobian. 

Definition 1.6. Let N and M be two smooth manifolds. A continuous map f : M ---+ N is a 

smooth map if at each point x E M, there exists a local chart (U, cp) at x and (V, '¢) at f (x) such 

that the map'¢ of o cp-1 is smooth. 

A diffeomorphism between M and N is an homeomorphism f : M ---+ N such that f is smooth 

and f-1 is smooth. 

These definitions do not depend on the choice of charts. 
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Section 1.1. Basic Structures Page 3 

Definition 1. 7. Let M be an m-dimensional smooth manifold. A smooth submanifold of M of 

dimension n ~ m is a subset N c M such that at each point x E N there exists a local chart (U, cp) 

with the property cp (Un N) = cp (U) n (JR+ x Q). 

We can think of a smooth submanifold of M as a subset of M which has a structure of a smooth 

manifold with respect to the induced topology. 

Let M be a smooth m-manifold and x EM. Let Px be the set of differentiable paths 

'Y : (-E'Y, f'Y) --+ M with 'Y (0) = x. We define an equivalence relation 'R. on Px by 

{O 'R. rl iff there exist a local chart ( U, '{)) at X such that ( '{) O {O) 
1 

( 0) = ( '{) O rd ( 0) . 

Definition 1.8. The tangent space of M at x denoted TxM is the set of equivalence classes Px/'R.. 

The tangent space TxM has a natural structure of an m-dimensional real vector space. 

Definition 1.9. For each x EM, the dual (TxM)* of TxM denoted T;M is called the cotangent 

space of M at x. 

For a positive integer p, we denote /\PT; M the space of p-antilinear forms on TxM, End (TxM) 

the space of endomorphisms of TxM and S 2T; M the space of symmetric bilinear forms on TxM 

Definition 1.10. Let M and N be two smooth manifolds of dimension m and n with atlases 

(Uk, 'Pk)k and (Vi, 'l/Ji) respectively. The product structure on M x N is the natural structure of 

smooth n + m dimensional manifold given by the atlas (Uk x Vi, 'Pk x 'l/Ji)(k,l) where 

'Pk x 'l/Ji: (x,y) E Uk x Vi 1-+ ('Pk (x) ,'l/Jk (y)). 

By induction we can define the product structure on a finite product M1 x · · · x Mr of smooth 

manifold. 

Let M x N be equipped with the product structure, the tangent space at (x, y) EM x N is 

T(x,y) (M x N) = TxM E9 T11 N. 

Definition 1.11. Let f: M--+ N be a C1-map between smooth manifolds, the differential dfx of 

f at x E M is the linear map 

df x : TxM --+ Tt(x)N 

['Y] ...... [f 0 rl 

The rank off at x is the rank of dfx· 
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Section 1.2. Transversality Page 4 

1.2 Transversality 

Definition 1.12. Let M be an m-dimensional smooth manifold and Ni, N2 two submanifolds of 

M. Ni is tmnsverse to N2 and we denote Ni rh N2 if 

Definition 1.13. Let M and N be two smooth manifolds. Let f : M --+ N be a differentiable 

map and L a smooth submanifold of N. The map f is tmnsverse to L and we denote f rh L if for 

every x E f-i (L) we have: 

If dim (M) +dim (L) < dim (N) (resp. dim (N2) +dim (Ni) < dim (M) ) then f rh L (resp. 

Ni rh N2) means that f (M) n L = 0 (resp. Ni n N2 = 0). 

Properties 

• If dim (N2) +dim (Ni) = dim (M) and Ni rh N2 then Nin N2 is a submanifold of dimension 

dim (Nin N2) =dim (Ni)+ dim (N2) - dim (M). 

• If f rh Land f (M) n Li: 0 then f-i (L) is a submanifold of M of dimension 

dim u-i (L)) =dim (M) - dim (N) +dim (L). 

• f is transverse to L if and only if for every x E f-i (L) the induced map 

is surjective. 

Remark 1.14. The notion of tmnsversality depends on the ambient space. For instance two 

tmnsverse surfaces in JR3 have an intersection of dimension 1 but in 1R4 they have dimension 0 

intersection. 
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Section 1.3. Vector Bundles Page 5 

1.3 Vector Bundles 

In what follows, ][{designs either JR or C. 

Definition 1.15. A surjective map 7r : E --+ M between smooth manifolds is called a (smooth} 

vector bundle of fibre type ][{P if there exist an open cover (Uj) j of M and smooth diffeomorphisms 

</>j : 7r-1 (Uj) --+ Uj x ][{P such that: 

1. For each x E M, Ex = 7r-1 (x) is a K-vector space isomorphic to ][{P, 

2. for each x E Uj, </>j ( 7r-l ( x)) = x x ][{P, and the restriction pr2 o </>j IE., : Ex --+ ][{P is a 

K-linear isomorphism. 

9. for each pair j, k, </>j o </>; 1 can be defined by 

(Uj n Uk) x ][{P --+ (Uj n Uk) x ][{P 

(x, a) 1-+ (x,gjk (x) (a)) 

where gjk : Uj n Uk --+ GL (p, K) is a (smooth) continuous map. 

For x EM, Ex= 7r-l (x) is called the fibre over x. 

Definition 1.16. A section of a vector bundle 7r : E --+ M, is a continuous {smooth} map 

s: M--+ E which satisfies 7r o s = ldM i.e such thats (x) E Ex for each x EM. 

Let M be an n-dimensional manifold and let 

TM:= LJ {x} x TxM. 
xeM 

Let 7r: TM--+ M be the projection on M, i.e 7r (y) = x if y E TxM. The space TM has a natural 

structure of 2n-dimen8ional manifold such that 7r : TM --+ M is a real vector bundle over M of 

fibre type lRn. 

Definition 1.17. The manifold TM is called the tangent bundle of M. 

Definition 1.18. By analogy with the tangent bundle we can also define the cotangent bundle T* M 

of M where 

T*M := LJ {x} x T;M 
xeM 
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Section 1.3. Vector Bundles 

Similarly we have 1 
p p 

f\T*M := LJ {x} x j\T;M, 
xeM 

S 2T*M := LJ {x} x S 2T;M 
xeM 

and End(TM) := LJ {x} x End(TxM), 
xeM 

Page 6 

which all have a natural structure of smooth manifolds defining real vector bundles over M via 

the canonical projection. 

Definition 1.19. A Riemannian metric on a smooth manifold M is a section g of the bundle 

S 2T* M--+ M such that for each x EM, gx: TxM x TxM--+ R. is a positive definite symmetric 

bilinear form. 

A manifold with a Riemannian metric g is called a Riemannian manifold. 

Sometimes we denote a Riemannian manifold M with Riemannian metric g by (M,g). 

Theorem 1.20. Every smooth manifold can be equipped with a Riemannian metric. 

A proof of this theorem can be found in [Rha60]. The proof uses the fact that the manifold is 

para-compact which we have chosen to be part of the definition. 

Definition 1.21. A vector field on a manifold M is a section of the tangent bundle. A local vector 

field is a section of the tangent bundle which is defined only on an open subset of M. 

A vector field assigns to each point x a vector in the tangent space TxM. We denote X (M) the 

set of all vector fields on M. The space X (M) is a real vector space with point-wise addition and 

multiplication. 

Definition 1.22. Let M be a smooth manifold and p E M. A local flow of a vector field X at p is 

a map 
'f/J:IxU--+M 

(t, x) f-+ 'l/Jt (x) := 'l/J (t, x) 

such that for every x E U 
d'l/Jt(x) =X(x) 

dt lt=O 

where U is an open neighbourhood of p and I C JR is an open interval containing 0 with 'l/J (0, x) = x. 
1Here S2T;M denotes the space of symmetric bilinear forms on T,,,M. 
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Let f : M --+ JR be a smooth map on a Riemannian manifold ( M, g). The differential 

dfx : TxM--+ JR off at each point is a linear form so df E T* M. On the other hand for each 

point x, gx is a non degenerate bilinear form on TxM therefore it induces an isomorphism 

g:TM--+T*M 

111--+ g (11, .) 

Thus we can make the following definition. 

Definition 1.23. The gmdient vector field off with respect tog is the unique smooth vector field 

Definition 1.24. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and f : M --+JR be a smooth map. A 

gmdient flow of f with respect to g is a flow of the gradient vector field 'V 9 f. 

1.4 Connections 

Definition 1.25. Let M be an n-dimensional smooth manifold. A bilinear map 

'V: X(M) x X(M)--+ X(M) 

(X, Y) 1--+ 'V x Y := 'V (X, Y) 

is called a connection on M if 

'V 1xY = f'VxY 

'V x (!Y) = f'V x Y + X (!) Y 

for all X, YE X (M) and f E C00 (M,JR). 

Proposition 1. 26. Every smooth manifold possesses a connection. 

A proof of this can be found in [Rha60]. Again the proof uses the fact that our manifolds are 

paracompact. 

Definition 1.27. Let 'V be a connection on a manifold M and 'Y : [O, 1] --+ M a pammetrized 

curve on M. Given a vector v E T'Y(o)M the pamllel tmnsport along 'Y is the unique vector field X 

along 'Y solution of the differential equation 

{ 
'V 'Y'(t)X (t) = 0 

x (0) = v 
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Section 1.4. Connections Page 8 

A connection gives a way to lift a path to the tangent bundle TM. In particular it produces an 

isomorphism 

9: TxM --+ T11M 

where x = 'Y (0), y = 'Y (1). A vector v E TxM is mapped to X (y) where Xis the parallel transport 

along 'Y with initial condition X (0) = v. 

This isomorphism is called parallel transport from x to y along 'Y. 

Definition 1.28. Let 'V be a connection on a smooth manifold M and 'Y a smooth path in M. A 

smooth vector field X along 'Y is parallel along 'Y if it satisfies: 

'V -r'(t)X = 0. 

A vector field XE X(M) acts on a smooth map f E C00 (M,R.) by 

(X.f) (x) := df (X (x)), xeM. 

We then define the Lie bracket [X, Y] of two vector fields X and Y to be the unique vector field 

with the property 

[X, Y] .f = X. (Y.f) - Y. (X.f) 

Definition 1.29. A connection 'V on a smooth manifold M is symmetric if for every vector fields 

X andY 

'VxY-'\lyX = [X, Y]. 

Definition 1.30. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. A connection 'V on Mis compatible with 

the Riemannian metric g if g (X, X') is constant for every smooth path 'Y in M and every vector 

fields X, X' parallel along 'Y. 

A connection is compatible with the Riemannian metric g if the scalar product is preserved 

under the map of parallel transport 9 : T-y(o)M --+ T-y(i)M, i.e 

g(9(v) ,9(w)) = g(v,w) 

Theorem 1.31 (Levi-Civita). Let g be a Riemann metric on a manifold M. There exists a unique 

connection 'V on M such that 

1. 'V is symmetric, 
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2. V is compatible with the Riemannian metric g. 

We call such connection a Levi-Civita connection on M. 

This last theorem is a fundamental theorem in Riemannian geometry. 
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Chapter 2 

Morse Theory 

Morse theory is an important tool for the study of the topology of manifolds. One uses it in Chapter 

6. In this review we follow mainly the theories in [Mat02] and [Sch], and [Ban04]. 

2.1 Morse Functions 

Let M be a smooth m-manifold without boundary and f: M--+ JR a smooth function. 

Definition 2.1. A point p E M is a critical point off if there exists a local coordinates system 

(x1, · · · , Xm) around p such that 

8f 8f 
- (p) = ... = - (p) = o. 
8x1 8xm 

A critical value of f is the image of a critical point. 

This definition is independent of the choice of coordinates. 

Definition 2.2. Let p be a critical point off : M--+ JR, the Hessian off at p with respect to the 

local coordinates (x1, · · · , Xm) is the matrix: 

Remark 2.3. Let ( x1, .. · , Xm) and (y1, .. · , Ym) be two distinct sets of local coordinates around a 

point p. Let H1 (p) and H/ (p) be the Hessians corresponding to the two coordinates. H1 (p) and 

10 
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Section 2.1. Morse Functions Page 11 

H/ (p) are related by 

H1 (p) = J (p)t H/ (p) J (p) 

where J (p) is the Jacobian of the local coordinates transform from (yi, · · · , Ym) to (xi,··· , Xm)· 

Definition 2.4. A critical point p of a smooth function f : M ---+ JR is called non degenerate if 

HI (p) is non singular. If not it is called degenerate. 

Definition 2.5. A smooth function f: M---+ JR is a Morse function if every critical point is non 

degenerate. 

One can prove that Morse functions always exist, see [Mil69], [Sch] and [Ban04], and that they 

are sufficiently generic such that for each real valued function on M there always exists a Morse 

function close to it. 

Theorem 2.6 (Morse lemma). Let f : M ---+ JR be a Morse function. At every critical point p 

there exist local coordinates (x1, · · · , Xm) with respect to which f has the expression 

f - f (p) 2 2 2 2 - - X1 - •.. - xi + xi+l + ... + Xm 

Definition 2. 7. The number i is called the index of the non degenerate critical point p off and is 

denoted by ind (p). 

Around a non-degenerate critical point p the Hessians H and H' obtained from two different 

local coordinates (x1, · · · , Xm) and (y1, · · · , Ym) are related by 

H= tJ(p)H'J(p) 

where J (p) is the Jacobian matrix of the transition map from (x1, .. · , Xm) to (yi, .. · , Ym), is 

invertible since p is a nondegenerate critical point. Thus by Sylvester's law of inertia the index is 

independent of the choice of local coordinates. 

Proposition 2.8. The critical points of a Morse function are isolated. 

In particular if M is compact then the number of critical points is finite. 

We can reconstruct a smooth orientable manifold via a Morse function. Our interest here is in 

Morse homology, for readers interested to learn more about other aspects of Morse theory we refer 

to [Mi169]. Some references for Morse homology are [Sch] and [Ban04]. 
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Section 2.2. Morse Homology Page 12 

2.2 Morse Homology 

Let us consider a Riemannian metric g on M. Let f : M ___,.. R. be a Morse function on M. Let 

- V f be the negative gradient of f with respect to g and 'l/J its negative gradient flow. 

Definition 2.9. Let p E M be a critical point off. We define the stable and the unstable manifold 

off at p to be respectively: 

Sp= {x E Ml lim 'ljJ(t,x) = p} 
t-++oo 

Up= {x E Ml lim 'ljJ(t,x) = p} 
t-+-oo 

One can prove, see (AR67] that Sp and Up are respectively an ind (p)-dimensional and an 

(m - ind (p))-dimensional embedded open disk in M. 

Definition 2.10. The pair(!, g) is Morse-Smale if for every pair of critical points p and q, Sp is 

tmnsverse to Uq. 

From now on we assume that the pair (!, g) is Morse-Smale. 

Definition 2.11. Let p and q be two critical points of f. A gmdient flow line from p to q is a 

differentiable map </> : R. ___,.. M such that 

</>' (t) = -V f (</> (t)) 

lim </> (t) = p and lim </> (t) = q 
t-+-oo t-++oo 

R. acts on the set of gradient flow lines from p to q by translation we denote M (p, q) the quotient 

with respect to this R. action. One can check, see for instance (AR67], that M (p, q) =(Up n Sq) /R. 

and for p #- q 

dim (Up n Sq)= ind (p) - ind (q). 

We are interested in the case ind (p) - ind (q) = 1. Here dimM (p, q) = 0, because of the free 

R. action and the Morse-Smale condition. We can then count the unparametrized gradient flow 

lines modulo a choice of orientation and some compactness assumption. The issue of orientation is 

discussed in [Sch]. We have (see (Sch]) a canonical isomorphism 

TUp ~ T(Up nSq) $TM/TSq 

~ T<PM (p, q) $ T<P $ TqUq. 
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Section 2.2. Morse Homology Page 13 

The orientation of M (p, q) is chosen such that this isomorphism is orientation preserving. 

Let Critk be the set of index k critical points of f and Ck the free Abelian group generated by 

Critk. The Morse chain complex is 

We define the boundary map a: CM----+ CM by 

op = L ~M (p, q) . q 
qECrit1c-1 

for p E Critk. 

One can prove, see [Sch], that 82 = 0, so we can take the homology of this complex. 

Definition 2.12. The Morse homology of M with respect to (!,g) is ker8/im8. 

The main interest in Morse homology is described by the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.13. The Morse homology is independent of the pair (!, g) and is isomorphic to the 

singular homology of M. 

For the details the readers can consult [Sch]. 
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Chapter 3 

Complex and Almost Complex 

Structures 

Let M be a 2n-dimensional smooth manifold. We can then transform any atlas on M to an atlas 

which identifies a neighbourhood of each point to an open subset of en. Although in general, there 

is no chance that the transition maps are holomorphic, one can in some cases make the tangent 

bundle TM into a complex vector bundle over M. 

3.1 Complex Structures on Real Vector Spaces 

Definition 3.1. Let E be a real vector space. A complex structure on E is an element J E End ( E) 

such that J 2 =-Id. 

A complex structure J on E determines a structure of complex vector space. The complex 

scalar multiplication is given by 

(a+ib) v=av+bJv, a+ ib E C, v E E. 

Conversely if F is a complex vector space the multiplication by i E C defines a complex structure 

on the underlying real vector space. 

In finite dimension, complex structures exist only on even dimensional real vector spaces. 

14 
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The natural complex structure on JR2n is given by: 

Jo= ( 0 -In) In 0 

Where In is the identity on lRn. 

3.2 Complex and Almost Complex Manifolds 

Definition 3.2. Let M be a 2n-dimensional smooth manifold. A complex structure on M is an 

atlas (Uk, 'Pkh such that 

• 'Pk is an homeomorphism of Uk onto an open subset of en, 

• the transition maps 'Pk o c.pz1 
: 'Pk (Uk n Uz) -+ 'Pl (Uk n Uz) are holomorphic maps between 

. open subsets of en. 

Then-tuple (zi, · · · , Zn) of components of 'Pk is called local complex coordinates. 

The integer n is the complex dimension of M. 

Definition 3.3. A smooth manifold with a complex structure is called a complex manifold. 

Proposition 3.4. Complex manifolds are orientable. 

Proof. Since the transition maps are biholomorphic they have strictly positive Jacobians. D 

In particular a compatible complex atlas induces a canonical orientation on the underlying real 

manifold of a complex manifold due to this positivity of the Jacobians of the transition maps. 

Example 3.5. 1. Any open subset of en is a complex manifold. 

2. epn the space of complex lines in en+i is a complex manifold. 

S. Oriented surfaces are complex manifolds. 

Definition 3.6. Let L be another complex manifold of complex dimension q. A continuous map 

f : M -+ L is an holomorphic map if at each point x E M, there exists a local chart (U, c.p) at 

x and (V, 'l/l) at f (x), which are all compatible with the holomorphic structures, such that the map 

'l/J 0 f 0 c.p- 1 is an holomorphic map between open subsets of en and eq. 
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Definition 3. '7. A biholomorphism is an homeomorphism f such that f : M --+ L and f-1 are 

holomorphic. 

We shall use the terms conformally equivalent and biholomorphic interchangeably. 

A smooth map f : en --+ en is holomorphic if and only if its differential df is e linear or 

equivalently if df commutes with the natural complex structure Jo on R.2n 

df o J0 = J0 o df. 

Now let M be a complex manifold, x E M and (Uk, 'Pk), (Uz, 'Pk) two complex charts at x. From 

the previous discussion, the differential of the transition map 'Pk o cpz1 is e-linear and commutes 

with Jo since it is holomorphic. 

The real linear map Jx: TxM--+ TxM defined by 

satisfies J'; =-Id. Therefore this is a complex structure on the real vector space TxM. This linear 

map does not depend on the choice of charts since the transition maps commute with Jo. 

We can then define a section of the vector bundle End (TM) by 

J: M--+ End(TM) 

In general the existence of such a section J does not guarantee that the manifold can be endowed 

with a complex structure. 

Definition 3.8. Let r be a positive integer. An almost complex structure of class er on M is a 

section J of class er of the vector bundle End (TM) such that J ( x )2 = -Id for every x E M. 

( M, J) is called an almost complex manifold. 

If there is no ambiguity about the almost complex structure J we simply say that M is an 

almost complex manifold. Similarly if there is no ambiguity on the class er of the almost complex 

structure or if it is not relevant in the discussion we simply say that we have an almost complex 

structure. 

In local coordinates we can think of J as a map to the space of 2n x 2n real matrices. 

It is obvious that an almost complex manifold or a complex manifold must be of even dimension. 
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Remark 3.9. A complex manifold has a natural structure of almost complex manifold but an almost 

complex manifold does not have in general a compatible complex structure. When it is the case we 

say that the almost complex structure is integrable. The class of surfaces form a particular case 

since every almost complex structure on an orientable surface is integrable. 

There are a lot of even dimensional manifolds which do not admit almost complex structures. 

For instance 8 2 and 8 6 are the only spheres which admit almost complex structures [May99} p. 212 

of the pd/ version. 

Definition 3.10. Let (M, J) and (M', J') be two almost complex manifolds. A differentiable map 

f : M - M' is called (J, J')-holomorphic if its differential dfx : TxM - Tf(x)M at each point 

x E M satisfies the relation 

d/ x O Jx = Jf(x) O d/ x· 

When there is no confusion we say that f is pseudo-holomorphic. 

When all the manifolds are smooth, the regularity of pseudo-holomorphic curves will come from 

the regularity of the almost complex structures. 

Given two arbitrary almost complex manifolds (M, J) and (M', J') there are in general no 

pseudo-holomorphic maps between Mand M'. However, when Mis a Riemann surface E there are 

infinitely many pseudo-holomorphic maps E - M' and these maps are called pseudo-holomorphic 

curves. 

Proposition 3.11. Let (M, J) be an almost complex manifold and M' a smooth manifold which 

can be endowed with an almost complex structure. Let f : M - M' be a local diffeomorphism. 

There exists a unique almost complex structure J' on M' which makes f into a pseudo-holomorphic 

map. J' is determined by 

Similarly if the almost complex structure J' of M' is fixed then there is a unique almost complex 

structure J on M such that f is pseudo-holomorphic. J is determined by 

Jx = d/;1 o J~ O dfx· 
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Chapter 4 

Symmetric Products of Spaces 

4.1 Definitions and Examples 

Definition 4.1. Let X be a topological space and n E N. The n-fold symmetric product of X 

denoted Symn (X) is the quotient of xn by the action of the n-th symmetric group 6n, equipped 

with the quotient topology. 

The permutation group 6n acts on xn by permuting the components. Two elements (xi, ... , Xn) 

and (y1, · · · , Yn) of xn are equivalent if there exists a permutation u E 6n such that 

This action is by homeomorphism since for a given u E 6n, the map (x1, · · · , Xn) 1-+ (xu(l}i · · · , Xu(n)) 

is an homeomorphism. We denote the class of (xi,··· , Xn) under this action by x1 + · · · + Xn, 

so we can view an element of Symn (X) as a formal linear combination Ei niXi where ni E N, 

Xi E X, Ei ni = n and Xi :f:. x; if i :f:. j. We use the same convention for the 'class' of a product 

A1 x · · · x An c xn. If we forget about the topology, then-fold symmetric products is just the set 

of n-tuples of unordered points of X. 

The diagonal ~ in xn is the set of points where at least two components are equal, 

~ = {(x1, · · · Xn) I Xi = x; for some i :f:. j} 

The diagonal in Symn (X) is the image of the one in xn by the canonical projection, 

18 
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When the space X is based, which means that we specify a special point a E X then we have 

the natural inclusions 

X1 + ... + Xn I--+ a + X1 + ... + Xn 

which is continuous. Analogous result can be obtained when we specify more than one point. If we 

specify k points ai, · · · , ak E X, k ::; n, then we have the map 

X1 + · · · + Xn-k 1--+ a1 + · · · + ak + X1 + · · · + Xn-k 

which is also continuous. 

Example 4.2. The n-fold symmetric product of the sphere 8 2 is homeomorphic to then-th complex 

projective space cpn. 

8 2 is the same as CP1 which can be identified with the set of non-zero degree one polynomials 

over C modulo scale by non-zero complex numbers. An element [a : b) E CP1 is then identified 

with the polynomial aX + b modulo scale. Using this, to an element x1 + · · · + Xn E SymnCP1 we 

associate the element [wo: · · ·: wn] E cpn where wo, · · · , Wn are the coefficients of the polynomial 

the binomial akX + bk representing the element Xk = [ak : bk) E CP1 for k = 1, ... 'n. This gives 

a bijection between SymnCP1 and cpn using the fact that C is an algebraically closed field. One 

can check that this is the identification needed. 

It will be proved that symmetric product of Riemann surfaces are complex manifolds. 

Similarly we have, 

Example 4.3. The n-fold symmetric product of C is homeomorphic to en. 

We will prove later that SymnC is a complex manifold biholomorphic to en. 

Example 4.4. The second symmetric product of the unit circle 8 1 is the Mobius band. 

Let I= [O, 1], consider 8 1 x 8 1 as the unit square Ix I with opposite sides identified as in the 

following figure: 
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a 

b 

a 

Figure 4.1: 8 1 x 8 1 

(x1, x2) "' (x2, x1) so a"' band a fundamental domain will be the triangle in Figure 4.2. 

b 

a 

Figure 4.2: Fundamental domain for Sym.2 8 1 

We cut this triangle into two triangles and glue them according to the orientation of the arrows. 

a 
A C 

a 

Figure 4.3: 

The result is a Mobius band as shown in Figure 4.3. 

Notice that in our example 8 1 is a closed and oriented manifold but its second symmetric 

product is a non-oriented manifold with boundary. 
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4.2 Basic Properties 

Proposition 4.5. The canonical projection 7r: xn---+ Symn (X) is an open and a closed map. 

Proof. Let Ube an open set in xn. 

7r-
1 

(7r (U)) = LJ uU 
ue6n 

which is open since it is the union of open sets. Then 7r (U) is open by the definition of quotient 

topology. Thus 7r is an open map. 

Let F be a closed set in xn. 

7r-
1 

(7r (F)) = LJ uF 
ue6n 

which is a finite union of closed set since 6n is finite, hence it is closed. Then 7r ( F) is closed 

by definition of quotient topology . Thus 7r is a closed map. D 

Proposition 4.6. If X is Hausdorff then Symn (X) is Hausdorff. 

Proof. Let x, y E Symn (X) such that x =/: y, if x = x1 + · · · + Xn and y = Yl + · · · + Yn, this means 

that 

{x1,"' ,xn} =/: {yl,"' ,yn} 

i.e {xi, .. · , Xn} r/. {yl, .. · , Yn} or {yi," · , Yn} r/. {x1," · , Xn}. 

For the first case, there exists l E {1, · · · , n} such that 

xz:f:yk, for all ke{l, .. ·,n} 

We can assume l = 1 without loss of generality. Since X is Hausdorff, there exist for each k an 

open neighbourhood Nk of Yk and Nfc of x1 in X such that Nk n Nfc = 0. Let us take 

0 1 is an open neighbourhood of x1 satisfying 01 n Nk = 0 for each k. Now, consider open 

neighbourhood 02, · · · , On of x2, · · · , Xn respectively, such that O; = 01 if x; = x1. 
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Let N = N1 + · · · + Nn, and 0 = 01 + 02 + · · · + On, N is an open neighbourhood of y and 0 is 

an open neighbourhood of x. 

N n 0 = { a1 + ... + an I for each k, ak E N; n oi for some i, j} 

but 01 n N; = 0 for all j and at least one a; E 0 1. Thus N n 0 = 0. 
For the case 

we do the same reasoning. 

Therefore we can find a neighbourhood 0 of x and N of y such that N n 0 = 0. 0 

Suppose that X is second countable, then so is xn. Let us consider a countable basis 11 for xn, 

then 7r (ll) is a countable basis for Symn (X). For, let x E Symn (X), N an open neighbourhood 

of x and x E 7r-1 (x). 7r-1 (N) is an open neighbourhood of x then there exist U E 11 such that 

U c 7r-l (N). Therefore 7r (U) c N = 7r ( 7r-l (N)). It is obvious that 7r (ll) is also countable. 

Thus, we have proven the following: 

Proposition 4. 7. If the topology of X is countable then the topology of Symn (X) is countable. 

Lemma 4.8. If Xis Hausdorff, then 7r: xn \ Ll--+ Symn (X) is a local homeomorphism. 

Proof. Let (x1, ... , Xn) E xn \ Ll. Since the Xi's are distinct and xis Hausdorff, we can find open 

neighbourhoods N1, · · · , Nn of x1, · · · , Xn such that 

Ni n N; = 0 if i ~ j. 

Let N = N1 x · · · x Nn. The map 7r: N--+ 7r (N) is continuous, open and surjective. It suffices 

to prove that it is injective. Let (a1, · · · , an) and (b1, · · · , bn) EN such that 

then 

{a 11 • • • , an} = { b1, · · · , bn} . 

Let i E {1, · · · , n} there exists j such that ai = b;. Therefore ai E Nin N;, but the condition CV 

forces i = j, hence ai = bi. Thus 

D 
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We need the following lemma to establish the next theorem. 

Lemma 4.9. Let f : E -- B be a local homeomorphism such that E is Hausdorff and the 

cardinality of the preimage of a point is a finite constant. Then f is a covering map. 

Proof. Let us suppose that all the preimages of a point have constant positive cardinality m EN. 

Let y EB and f-1 (y) = {x1, · · · , xm}· Since f is a local homeomorphism, for each i E {1, · · · , m} 

there exists an open neighbourhood ui of Xi such that f1ui : ui -- f (Ui) is an homeomorphism. 

Because Eis Hausdorff we can choose the Ui to be pairwise disjoint. 

Let 

V = f (U1) n · · · n f (Um) , 

V is open since f is open being a local homeomorphism. Let x E f- 1 (V), then f (x) E 

f (U1) n · · · n f (Um) and we can find for each i an ai E Ui such that f (x) = f (£li). Since 

the Ui are disjoints, the ai are all distinct. Then since the number of preimage is constant we 

have f-1 ({f (x)}) = {a1, · · · , am}· Therefore x E (f-1 (V) n U1) U · · · U (f-1 (V) n Um)· Thus 

f-1 (V) c (f-1 (V) n U1) U · · · U (f-1 (V) n Um)· Since the converse inclusion is trivial we have 

the equality 

f-1 (V) = (f-1 (V) n U1) U · · · U (f-1 (V) n Um) . 

Since this is a disjoint union, the number m is independent of the point y E B and the restriction 

of f to f-1 (V) n Ui is an homeomorphism, so f is a covering map. D 

Theorem 4.10. If X is Hausdorff, then Tr: xn \ ~ -- Symn (X) \Tr(~) is a covering map. 

Proof. xn is Hausdorff, the number of points in the pre-image of a point in Symn (X) \Tr(~) is 

constant equal ton! and from Lemma 6.2.1 the map is a local homeomorphism. D 

More precisely the canonical projection Tr : xn -- Sym n ( X) is a n!-sheeted branched covering 

with the diagonal in xn as set of ramification points and the diagonal in Symn (X) as set of 

branched points. 

If Xis compact then so is Symn (X) since products of compact sets are compact sets and the 

image of a compact set by a continuous map to an Hausdorff space is a compact set. The same 
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result holds for local compactness, local compactness of X implies local compactness of Symn (X). 

We have analogous situations for connectedness, local connectedness, path connectedness and local 

path connectedness. 

The following property is also important, 

Proposition 4.11. If X is Hausdorff, then the canonical projection 7r : xn --+ Symn (X) is a 

proper map. 

Proof. The canonical projection 7r is a closed map and for each y E Symn (X), 7r-l (y) is finite then 

compact. 

0 

In general if X is a manifold Symn (X) is not necessarily a manifold, it may have singularities 

on the diagonal. Even if Xis a closed orientable manifold and Symn (X) is a manifold, it will not 

follow that Symn (X) is closed and orientable. It will be compact but it may have boundary and 

may not be orientable as in the case of the second symmetric product of 8 1• The case of surfaces 

will be the exception. 
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Chapter 5 

Symmetric Products of Surfaces 

It is a well known fact that any oriented smooth surface is a complex one dimensional manifold or 

Riemann surface. Let Ebe a Riemann surface, then-fold symmetric product of Eis the space of 

degree n effective divisors of E and is strongly related to its Jacobian. These notions from algebraic 

geometry may suggest that Symn (E) has nice properties. In fact, for a closed and oriented manifold 

M it was proved in [Wag80] that Symn M is a closed and oriented manifold if and only if dimM = 2. 

In [Tre99] it is proved that the symmetric product of a surface is a complex manifold. Here we will 

prove an analogous result, namely that Symn (E) has a particular complex structure coming from 

the one on En, precisely: 

Theorem 5.1. Let E be a Riemann surface and n a positive integer. Then Symn (E) has a natural 

complex structure which is, outside the diagonal, the direct image of the product structure on En 

by the canonical projection. 

5.1 Symmetric Product of the Complex Line 

Let n be a positive integer, Symn (C) is in one to one correspondence with en because C is an 

algebraically closed field. In fact, elements of Symn (C) are n-tuples of unordered points of C and 

they can be seen as the roots of a monic complex polynomial of degree n. Conversely, if we have 

a degree n monic complex polynomial then it has exactly n roots in C counting with multiplicity. 

These n roots are unordered elements of C so they constitute an element of Symn (C). 

Let P be a monic complex polynomial of degree n with roots z1, • • • , Zn. 

25 
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p (X) = xn + w1xn-l + ... + Wn 

The relations between the coefficients and the roots are given by : 

Wk= (-l)k L z;1 ···z;,., 
1$ji < "-<i1c$n 

Page 26 

The right hand side is known as the k-th elementary symmetric polynomial of n variables if we 

are not considering the minus sign. 

It is clear from the expression that w = ( w1, · · · , Wn) is an holomorphic function of ( z1, · · · , Zn) E 

Since the set of all monic complex polynomials of degree n is a complex n dimensional vec

tor space we can identify it with en as a complex manifold. We have then a direct surjective 

holomorphic map 

I: en--+ en 

z ...._.... ( w1, · · · , Wn) 

which associates ordered roots and coefficients of a polynomial. The map is not injective since 

another ordering of the roots gives the same polynomial but it is surjective. Obviously this map 

passes to the quotient by the action of 6n since it is constant in each equivalence class. Let 7r be 

the canonical projection, we have : 

The diagram is a commutative diagram of continuous functions and J is unique and bijective. J is 
surjective since f is surjective. J is injective since pre-images of a point in en by f are in the same 

equivalence class. f is a non constant holomorphic map but in general non constant holomorphic 

maps between high dimensional complex spaces are not necessarily open unless it is an holomorphic 

map to the complex plane. 1 

1 If D is a domain of C", a non constant holomorphic map D --+ C is an open map but a non constant holomorphic 

map D--+ cm where m > 1 is not necessarily open, for instance the map (z,w) ...... (z,zw) is not open. 
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So we cannot deduce immediately that j is open. To prove that j-1 is continuous we need to 

use the following properties. 

Proposition 5.2. Let X, Y, Z be three topological spaces. Let h : X ---+ Y and g : Y ---+ Z be two 

maps such that h is surjective, continuous and closed. Then, g is continuo'US if and only if g o h is 

continuo'US. 

Proof If g is continuous then it is immediate that g o h is continuous. 

Conversely suppose that go his continuous. Let C be a closed set in Z 

g-1 (C) = h (h-1 (g-1 (C))) 

= h ((go h)-1 (C)) 

L 

g o h is continuous then (g o h )-1 
( C) is closed, h is closed then h ( (g o h )-1 

( C)) is closed. Thus 

g-1 (C) is closed. 0 

Lemma 5.3. The map f : en ---+ en is a proper map. 

Proof We use the fact that compact sets of en are the closed and bounded subsets. Let K c en 
be compact. Since K is closed and f continuous f-1 (K) is closed, it then suffices to prove that it 

is bounded. Let M ;:::: 0 such that 

sup II w lloo:5 M. 
weK 

Let z E f-1 (K) and Zk one component of z, if lzkl ::; 1 we can assume lzkl :5 M, we can 

then consider the case lzkl > 1. Zk is the root of a monic polynomial with ordered coefficients 

(w1, · · · ,wn) EK, then 

hence 
lzkln :5 lw1l lzkln-l + · · · + lwnl 

lzkln :5 M ( lzkln-l + · · · + 1) 

lz In< Mlzkln -1 
k - lzkl -1 

lz In < M lzkln 
k - lzkl -1 

then lzkl - 1 :5 M i.e lzkl :5 M + 1. 
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Therefore, since z and Zk are taken arbitrary 

II z lloo:'.5 M + 1 for all z E f- 1 (K) . 

0 

Lemma 5.4. The map 1-1 is continuous. 

Proof 1-1 of= 7r is continuous, f is closed since proper and is surjective, then from Proposition 

5.21-1 is continuous. 

0 

Thus we have proven that l is an homeomorphism between Symn (e) and en. The following 

result follows immediately: 

Theorem 5.5. Symn (e) is a complex manifold conformally equivalent to en with an atlas made 

by a unique chart ( Symn (e), 1). 

Proof. l is an homeomorphism and the overlap map is the identity map of en which is biholomor

phic 

0 

Corollary 5.6. The symmetric products of an open subset of e is a complex manifold. 

5.2 Complex Charts on the Symmetric Product of a Surface 

Given a Riemann surface E and a positive integer n. En is equipped with an atlas made by products 

of charts on E. Let (Ua, 'Pa)aeA be such an atlas, it is straightforward that (7r (Ua))aeA is a covering 

of then-fold symmetric product of E. 
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Now 7r will denote the canonical projection of the n-fold product of a surface (e and Ua's 

included) to its n-fold symmetric product. f will denote both the function in the unique chart on 

Symne and its restriction to an arbitrary open subset. 

5.2.1 Construction of the Chart Maps 

Lemma 5. 7. Let a E A, the map I 0 7r 0 <pa : Ua ~en satisfies: 

Proof. Since f is injective it suffices to prove that 7r o <pa (p) = 7r o <pa (up). 

Let p = (p1, · · · ,pn) E Ua and u E Sn. In this proof cpu(k) (resp. cpk) denotes the map corresponding 

to the local chart at the point Pu(k) (resp. Pk) of E. 

cpa (p) = (cp1 (p1), · ·' , cpn (pn)) 

cpa(up) = (cpu(l) (Pu(l)),··· ,cpu(n) (Pu(n))) 

then 

and after reordering the terms 

7r o cpa (up) = <p1 (p1) + "· + cpn (pn) 

= 7r o <pa (p), 

D 

Theorem 5.8. Let a E A, Na = 7r (Ua) c en. There exists a unique t/Ja such that the following 

diagram commutes 

Ua ____ 71" ___ 7r (Ua) 

! " 
/{)a ........... / 

~a /{/ 

7r (Na) ./ 

J ! ;;·········· ..... 
en 
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Moreover 't/Ja is an homeomorphism onto its image. 

Proof. From the lemma 5. 7 the map f o 7r o 'Pa factorize through the quotient to give a unique 

continuous injection 't/Ja· This map is open since f o 7r o 'Pa is open, then it is an homeomorphism 

onto its image. D 

Corollary 5.9. SymnE is a topological manifold equipped with the complex atlas {(7r (Ua))aeA ,'t/Ja)· 

5.2.2 Property of the Chart Maps 

To prove that the transition maps of the complex atlas on Symn (E) are biholomorphic we need to 

understand the meaning of: 7r (Ua) n 7r (Up), for a, (3 E A. 

but 

then 

7r-l (7r (Ua)) = LJ uUa 
ueS,. 

7r-
1 

(7r (Up))= LJ u'Up 
u'eS,. 

u uUa nu'Up. 
(u,u')E6nX6n 

If 7r (Ua) n 7r (Up) =F 0, we can find a non-empty subset JC Sn x Sn such that 

7r-
1 

(7r (Ua) n 7r (Up)) = LJ uUa n u'Up 
(u,u')E::J 

and 'v' (u, u') E J, uUa n u'Up =F 0. 

On the other hand, since 7r is surjective, for any a, (3 E A 

7r (7r-
1 

(7r (Ua) n 7r (Up))) = 7r (Ua) n 7r (Up) 

thus 

7r (Ua) n 7r (Up) = 7r ( LJ uUa n u'Up) 
(u,u')e::J 

= LJ 7r (uUa n u'Up). 
(u,u')E::J 
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Therefore, since 7r (uU°' n u'Uf3) is open for (u, u') E J, it suffices to prove that the transition 

maps are holomorphic on each of these intersections to prove that they are holomorphic. 

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is then reduced to the following: 

Lemma 5.10. Let a, {3 e A such that U°' n Uf3 ':/: 0. The transition map on 7r (U°' n Uf3) is 

holomorphic. That is, we have the following diagram where 1/Jet{3=,,P-;;1 o1/J(j is holomorphic. 

Discussion of the lemma. We have the following commutative diagram where 'Petf3 = cp-;;1 o cpf3 

is biholomorphic: 

By construction of 1/J°' and 1/J(3 the diagram below commutes 

1i' = / o Tr where / is the map which associate roots to polynomial. 

The transition map 1/Jet{3 then satisfies the following property by construction : 
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'l/Ja{3 (n (y)) = 7r ('Paf3 (y)), for all y E Na. (5.1) 

By diagonal of a subset of en (resp. Symn (e)) we mean the intersection of the corresponding 

subset with the diagonal in en (resp. Symn (e)). Since we use product of charts on En, the diagonal 

'in' Na is the direct image of the diagonal 'in' Ua. Let~= 7r (~),where~ is the diagonal in Na. 

We can now state the following lemma : 

Lemma 5.11. The transition map 'l/Jap is holomorphic on Na \ ~. 

Proof. Since being holomorphic is a local property, we will prove the result for a point z e Na\~. 
7r is a covering map on Na\~' f is an homeomorphism and 7r = f o 7r is holomorphic then it is a 

local biholomorphism. 

Let z E Na\~' there exists a local invert 9z of 7r at z which is holomorphic. Therefore, from 

the equation 5.1 we have 

'l/Ja{3 (w) = 7r o 'Paf3 o 9z (w) 

for all w in an open neighbourhood of z where 9z is defined. Since the composition 7r o 'Paf3 o 9z 

is holomorphic, 'l/Jap is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of z. 

0 

The next step is to show that that 'l/Jap is holomorphic on its entire domain Oa. This seems 

obvious because it is continuous and the diagonal in en is nowhere dense and nowhere separating, 

but the proof (at least our proof) requires some arguments from the theory of complex analysis in 

several variables. In the next section we will review these tools. 

5.3 Digression in Complex Analysis 

The aim of this section is to give a brief account of analytic continuation in higher dimension. It 

will be about the generalization of the Riemann theorem for removable singularity. We will not 

discuss other analytic continuations like Hartogs's continuation. We follow [Kra92) and [Kau83]. 
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5.3.1 Zeros of Analytic Functions 

For an open set U E en, H (U) will denote the set of holomorphic function from U to e. 

Proposition 5.12 (Principle of Analytic continuation). Let D be a domain1 of en and F E 

H (D), if F vanishes on some open set V CD then F = 0. 

Proof. If F vanishes on V then all the complex partial derivatives of F vanishes on V since V is 

open. 

Fork= (k1, ···kn) E Nn, we denote lkl = k1 +···+kn, and 

DkF= alkl F 
8zk1·.·8zk 

Let 

E = { w E D I Dk F ( w) = 0, 'v'k E ~} 

V C E then E # 0. 

All the partial complex derivatives of F are holomorphic then continuous. The zero set of a 

continuous function is closed then E is closed since intersection of closed sets. 

Let z E E, since F is analytic at z: 

for all (in an open neighbourhood N c D of z. But since Dk F (z) = 0, F (() = 0 for all ( E N, 

and it follows that N C E. Therefore E is open. Thus E = D since D is connected. D 

Remark 5.13. In the hypothesis, requiring that F is identically zero on an open subset is equivalent 

to saying that there exists wo E D such that F and all its partial complex derivatives vanish at wo. 

In one dimension, the zeroes of a non identically null analytic function are isolated. When we 

go to higher dimensions this property collapses. For instance the zero set of the map (z, w) 1-+ zw 

(ex {O} )U( {O} x e). Intuitively for the zeroes of an analytic function in one variable to be isolated 

means that they form a zero dimensional space, but 0 = 1-1, so we could expect that in en the 

zeroes of an analytic function form possibly an ( n - 1) dimensional space. In fact if we have an 

1 An open and connected subset 
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holomorphic map F: en--+ e which vanishes at some point a with dF (a) =F 0, by analogy with 

the real case we can expect that the zeros of F form an n - 1 dimensional complex manifold. 

If dF (a) = 0 and Fis not identically zero, we can use the local description of the function at 

a like in one variable. In fact, let a= (a', an), a' E en-1, by applying a complex affine change of 

coordinates if necessary, there is p EN 1 such that Zn 1-+ F (a', Zn) has a zero of order pat lln· 

Now by the Rouche theorem2 in one variable and continuity of F, for each small enough e > 0 

there exists a > 0 such that for each z' E B (a', a) C en- l, Zn 1-+ F ( z', Zn) has exactly p roots 

counting with multiplicity in the disc D (an, e) Ce. We have then proved the following 

Proposition 5.14. The zeroes of an analytic function in more than one variable are not isolated. 

From the above discussion, the zero set of a non identically null holomorphic function has the 

size of an n - 1 dimensional ball. To deal with smaller sets, we need to consider the common zero 

set of a collection of holomorphic functions, finite collection in our case. This will lead us to the 

notion of analytic sets. 

5.3.2 Analytic Sets and Riemann Removable Singularity 

Definition 5.15. Let D be a domain of en. A subset A of D is called an analytic set if for every 

z E D, there exists a neighbourhood Uz of z and a finite tuple of analytic functions Ji,··· , fp E 

H (Uz) such that 

An Uz = {w E Uzlfi(w) = .. · = fp (w) = O}. 

A proper analytic subset of D is an analytic subset which is different from D. 

Let D be a domain in en. Analytic sets in D are closed in D. 0 is of course an analytic set but 

when we talk about analytic we always mean a non-empty analytic set unless stated otherwise. en 
is an analytic set, complex affine subspaces of en are analytic sets. Intersections of D with complex 

affine subspaces of en are analytic sets and D itself is an analytic set. Any intersection and locally 
1 this order p of the zero depends upon the choice of affine parametrization, two different parametrizations may 

give different orders. 
2Here is a statement of the theorem: Let D be a domain in C, g, f E H (D), c E V, r > 0 such D (c, r) C D and 

I/ {z) - g (z) I < I/ {z) I on 8D (c, r), then f and g have the same number of zero in D (c, r) counting with multiplicity. 

Two points a',b' E cn-l determine two holomorphic functions F(a',zn) and F(b',zn) of Zn and the continuity of 

F delivers the inequality in the hypothesis of Rouche theorem. 
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finite union of analytic sets are analytic sets, for instance the diagonal in en is an analytic set. 

Inverse images of analytic sets under holomorphic mapping are analytic set. Images of analytic sets 

under biholomorphic mapping are analytic set but moreover: 

Proposition 5.16. Images of analytic sets under proper holomorphic mapping are analytic sets. 

We are not going to give the proof of this complex analysis fact but the interested reader should 

consult [Chi89]. 

Now, instead of defining the dimension of an analytic set we will define formally its co-dimension. 

Definition 5.17. An analytic set A in a domain D of en has co-dimension q at a E A, and we 

denote codimaA = q if there exists a q-dimensional, but no (q +!)-dimensional, affine subspace L 

of en such that a is an isolated point of L n A. 

We then define the co-dimension of A to be: 

codimA = min codimaA. 
aeA 

Proposition 5.18. For an analytic set A of a domain D, codimA = 0 if and only if A= D. 

Proof. If A = D, it is trivial that codimA = 0. Suppose codimA = 0, let a E A such that 

codimaA = 0. Let Ua be a neighbourhood of a as in the definition of analytic set and Ji,··· , fp 

the defining functions of A. Let L be a complex line through a, by applying a complex affine 

transformation if necessary we can assume that L = e x Q. By hypothesis a is a non isolated zero 

of the fi on An L, then by the one variable analytic continuation fi = 0 on L n Ua. Since this is 

true for all complex line through a and Ua can be covered by complex lines, fi = 0 on Ua. Then 

Ua c A and int (A) -:/: 0. Let us show that int (A) is closed. Let z E clos (int (A)) n D, let Uz 

be the domain of the defining functions of A at z. Uz n int (A) is open and non empty and the 

defining functions at z vanish on this set, therefore by analytic continuation, they are identically 

zero on Uz. Thus Uz c A and it follows that z E int (A). Therefore int (A) is closed and since D 

is connected, A = D. 

D 

Corollary 5.19. If A is a proper analytic subset of D then int (A)= 0 and D \A is dense in D. 

Theorem 5.20 (Riemann Removable Singularity). If A is a proper analytic set of a domain 

D c en, and g is an holomorphic function on D \A which is locally bounded at A, then g is 

extensible to a unique holomorphic function on D. 
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Proof. By corollary 5.19 if the extension exists then it is unique. 

Let a e A. Since codimA = 1, there exists a complex line L such that a is an isolated point 

of A n L, by applying a complex affine transformation if necessary we may assume that a = 0 and 

L = Q x C. We can find a polydisc1 P = pn-l (r) x P 1 (r) c D with closure contained in D such 

that 

An (Q x clos (P1 (r))) = {O}. 

Let T = 8P1 (r), An (Q x T) = 0. Since Tis compact, there exist€> 0 and an annular neighbour

hood N of T such that P' ( €) x N C P \ A. 

Let a' e P' ( €) be fixed. The defining functions of A are analytic functions of one variable on 

P 1 (r). If the intersection is not discrete, the zero set of the corresponding functions possesses an 

accumulation point, then by the one variable analytic continuation, they are identically zero on 

a' x (P1 (r)) which is impossible since a' x N c P \A and N n (P1 (r)) is non-empty as N is an 

annular neighbourhood of T. Therefore (a' x P 1 (r)) n A is discrete. The map 

h ·(' )i--+-1 lg(z',()d,. 
• Z,Zn 2 , r ._ 

1r't T ._ - Zn 

defined on P' (€) x P 1 \A is a continuous function. Since P' (€) x Tc P\A we can do complex 

differentiation on h with respect to the variable z' E P' (€). The same thing holds for Zn in P 1 

when we fix z' except for some isolated points in A. Since g is locally bounded at A, by the one 

variable Riemann removable singularity h is an analytic continuation of g on all P 1 as a function 

of the one variable Zn· Then h is a.Ii analytic continuation of g on P' (€) x P 1 by Cauchy integral 

formula. 

We have proved that g is extensible to an analytic function in a neighbourhood of each a E A, 

thus g is extensible to an analytic function on D. 0 

5.4 End of the Proof of Theorem 5.1 

Lemma 5.21. The image 7r (~) in Ocr. (resp. 0(3) of the diagonal~ in No. (resp. N{3) is a proper 

analytic subset of Ocr. (resp. 0(3)· 

1 Cartesian product of disks in C 
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Proof. The diagonal is an analytic set since union of complex hyperplane and 1t is a proper holo

morphic map, then by proposition 5.16 the result holds. 0 

Lemma 5.22. The transition map 1/J0 13 is holomorphic. 

Proof. We have proved that it is holomorphic except on the image of the diagonal. Since it is 

continuous it is locally bounded on this image which is a proper analytic set of 0 0 • Therefore we 

can apply the Riemann removable singularity principle. 

0 

This ends the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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Chapter 6 

Heegaard Diagrams and Floer 

Homology 

Our interest in the symmetric product of surfaces and their natural complex structure is motivated 

by Heegaard Floer homology. This is a recent invariant of 3-manifolds and knots in 3-manifolds 

which counts holomorphic disks in the symmetric product of surface. The surface in question is 

the Heegaard surface which comes from the Heegaard splitting of the underlying manifold. 

6.1 Heegaard Diagram 

We assume that all manifolds are connected. Let us denote Bk the k-dimensional ball and Sk the 

k-dimensional sphere. A n-dimensional k-handle is the product: 

with boundary 

sk-l x Bn-k is called the attaching region. Given a smooth n-manifold M with boundary, 

attaching a k-handle to M means: 

38 
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• Choose an embedding i.p : (sk-l x Bn-k) --+ M 

• Glue Hn,k to M along t.p to get a new manifold M' 

We can always get a smooth manifold by smoothing corners if needed. If we change the attaching 

map, M' is determined up to diffeomorphism by isotopy class of t.p. 

For the case of a 3-manifold (n = 3), a genus g handlebody is a 3-manifold homeomorphic to a 

3-ball with g 1-handles attached. Its boundary is a genus g surface. 

Definition 6.1. A genus g Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold Y is a decomposition of Y into 

union of two genus g handlebodies glued together along their boundaries via an orientation reversing 

diffeomorphism of these boundaries. 

The following theorem justifies the definition. 

Theorem 6.2. Every closed oriented 3-manifold Y admits a Heegaard splitting. 

It can be proven by using triangulation of the 3-manifold. We take a regular neighbourhood of 

the graph of the triangulation1 as one of the handlebody. The other handlebody is the complement 

of this neighbourhood. 

Another approach is the use of Morse functions which is more appropriate in our context. We 

chose a self indexing Morse function f : Y --+ JR with one index 0, one index 3 and the same number 

of index 1 and index 2 critical points. The two handlebodies can be choosing to be f- 1 {[O,3/2]) 

and f-1 ([3/2, 3]). The genus of the Heegaard splitting will be the number of index 1 critical points. 

The common boundary f- 1 {3/2) of the handlebodies is called the Heegaard surface of the 

splitting. 

Example 6.3. The 3-sphere is the unique 3-manifold which has a genus zero Heegaard splitting. 

Let p, q be two coprime integers. The group Z/pZ acts on 83 = {(z, w) E C2llz21+lw21=1} by 

The resulting quotient of 83 is a smooth 3-manif old called the lens space L (p, q). Lens spaces and 

8 2 x 81 are the 3-manifolds which admit genus one Heegaard splitting. 
1This graph is made by the vertices and the edges of the triangulation 
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It is obvious that, by gluing two genus g handlebodies Ho and H1 with boundaries Ea and 

E1 via an orientation reversing diffeomorphism 'l/J : Eo ---+ E1 of the boundaries, we get a closed 

oriented 3-manifold. 

Definition 6.4. A set of attaching circles for a handlebody Hg is a collection of g simple closed 

curves 11, · · · , 'Yg in Eg = BHg such that: 

• They are disjoint from each other. 

• Eg - 'Yl - · · · - 'Yg is connected. 

• They bound disjoints embedded disk in Hg. 

Let Hg be a genus g handlebody and Eg = BHg. Let ci, · · · , cg C Eg be a set of attaching 

circles for Hg. The Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold Y can also be described as an embedding 

'l/J : Eg <--+ Y such that Y \ Eg has 2 components and the closure A and B of the components are 

both diffeomorphic to Hg. 

Let us choose two diffeomorphisms 'PA: A---+ Hg, 'PB: B---+ Hg and let 

We can choose 'l/J so that r.p A o 'l/J = idE9 • Let us denote 9: = { a1, · · · , ag and {}_ = {.lh, • • • , {3g}. 

Proposition 6.5. The 3-manifold Y is determined up to diffeomorphism by (Eg, Q:, {}_). 

Proof. Let Y', 'l/J', r.p A', r.p B', be another splitting with the same diagram (Eg, Q:, {}_) chosen such that 

r.p A' o 'l/J' = idE
9

• We want to define a diffeomorphism between M and M'. Let us consider the 

restriction of the map r.pA_,1 o 'PA on the boundary BA = BB, by pre-composing with r.p81 and 

post-composing with 'PB' we get a self-diffeomorphism of Eg, 

-1 -1 't" 't" 
'PB' o r.p A' o 'PA o 'PB : ~g ---+ ~g 

The result will be a consequence of the following lemma. 

Lemma 6.6. Given a diffeomorphism h : Eg ---+ Eg such that h ( <;) = Ci for all i, then h extends 

to a diffeomorphism Hg---+ Hg. 
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Proof. Diffeomorphisms of 8 1 are isotopic to either the identity map or a reflection, then by iso

toping h near the Ci in a collar neighbourhood of 8Hg we can assume that hlct is either the identity 

map or a reflection. Since the identity map and a reflection extend over the disk, hlct can be ex

tended over a "disk" in Hg. By doing this in a narrow annuli around Ci one can extend hlct over a 

disk cross interval. Therefore h extends over Hg minus disjoint union of 3-ball. It then suffices to 

extend over the 3-balls. Since we already have diffeomorphism of the boundary for a ball, by the 

fact that diffeomorphism of 82 is isotopic either to the identity or a reflection, one can extend over 

the 3-ball. 0 

By the lemma the map 'PB' o <.pA_! o 'PA o <.pf:/ extend to a self-diffeomorphism F of Hg. For, we 

just need to prove that 

In fact 

Then 

-1 -1 ( ) 'PB' o <.p A' o 'PA o 'PB Ci =Ci· 

'PB' o <.pA_J o <.fJA o <.pB1 (Ci)= <.fJB' o 1/J1 o ,,pt-lo <.p"A_J o '{JA o 1/J o ,,p-l o <.pB1 (Ci) 

= <.p B' o 1/J1 o ,,pt-l o <.p/i o <.p A o 1/J (/3i) 

Using the fact that ,,p1
-

1 o <.p A.! = <.p A o 1/J = idE we obtain 

'PB' o <.pAJ o 'PAO 'PBl (Ci)= 'PB' o 1/J' (/3i) 

='PB' o 1/J' o ,,pt-1 o <.pBJ (Ci) 

=Ci· 

Now by pre-composing with 'PB and post-composing with 'P8! we get a diffeomorphism 

G : B --+ B' as shown in the following diagram 

G coincides with <.p;) o 'PA on the boundary 8A = 8B. Thus we can choose the diffeomorphism 

between Y and Y' to be G on Band <.pA_! o 'PA on A. 0 
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Definition 6.7. Let Y be a 3-manifold with a genus g Heegaard splitting (8Ho,Ho,H1). A com

patible Heegaard diagram for this splitting is given by the data (I:9 , .Q'., ~ in Proposition 6. 5. 

Here are some jtistifications for the terminology. We can picture a surface (closed orientable) 

on a plane by a disk with 2g - 1 holes (or small disks removed) and identify the exterior boundary 

with one component of the interior boundary, the remaining boundary components are identified 

two by two. So a Heegaard diagram becomes a disk with holes and curves drawn on it. A genus g 

surface can also be seen as 8 3 with 2g disks removed such that the boundaries are identified two 

by two. This gives another way to picture a Heegaard diagram by just considering 8 3 as the one 

point compactification of the plane. 

One Heegaard diagram determines uniquely a 3-manifold up to diffeomorphism but one 3-

manifold gives rise to different Heegaard diagrams due to the large choice of triangulations and 

Morse functions. However there is an equivalence relation on the set of diagram such that different 

classes determine distinct manifolds. There are three modifications on a Heegaard diagram that do 

not change the underlying manifold: 

• Isotopy. This moves the attaching circles in a !-parameter family such that they remain 

disjoints. 

• Handle-slide. Choose two curves 'Yl and 'Y2· Replace 'Yl by a simple closed curves .:Y such that 

- .:Y is disjoint from 'Yl, 'Y2, • · · , 'Yg 

- .:y, -y1 and -y2 bound an embedded pair of pants (disk with two holes) in I:--y1--y2-· · ·--y9 

• Stabilization. This is a connected sum with a torus. This increases the genus of the Heegaard 

diagram by one and add a new meridional and longitudinal curves which are of trivial type. 

Two Heegaard diagram are called equivalent if they are related by finite sequences of these 

modifications. For more details we refer to (Rol76]. 

We have the following facts which have been proved first by James Singer in (Sin33]. Here by 

two 3-manifolds being equivalent we mean diffeomorphic. 

Theorem 6.8. Two Heegaard diagrams arising from two equivalent 3-manifolds are equivalent. 

Theorem 6.9. Two Heegaard diagrams which give rise to two equivalent 3-manifold are equivalent. 
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Theorem 6.10. If two 3-manifolds give rise to equivalent Heegaard diagrams then they are equiv

alent. 

Remark 6.11. There is also the notion of k- pointed Heegaard diagram for a positive integer k. 

They are Heegaard diagrams with marked points zi, · · · , Zk E E9 - g - ~ on the Heegaard surface. 

For this case, during handle-slide the base points must be outside the pair of pant region and during 

isotopy the base points must be disjoint from the curves. These new moves are called pointed handle 

slide and pointed isotopy. With stabilization these new moves also define an equivalence relation 

on the set of pointed Heegaard diagrams. 
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Ex ample 6 .12 . Here we give some examples of Heegaard diagrams for some classical 3-manifolds. 

• H eegaard diagram for 8 2 x 8 1 . 

We cut the sphere 8 2 into two disks along the e,quator. Then 8 2 x 8 1 splits into two pieces, 

each of these pieces is a circle cross a disk which is homeomorphic to a solid torus. The a 

and f3 curues are then parallel copies of the equator. Then 8 2 x 8 1 has a Heegaard diagram 

which corresponds to a torus with a and /3 curves which are parallel copy of each other. The 

plane diagrom is shown in the following figure where we identify the two circles which delimit 

the shadowed annulus to represent the torus. 

Figure 6.1: genus 1 Heegaard diagram for 8 2 x 8 1 . 
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• Heegaard diagram for L (7, 2) 

This Heegaard diagram is obtained from the one in (BM80j p. 48. 

Figure 6.2: genus 2 Heegaard diagram for L (7, 2). 
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• Heegaard diagram for the Poincare sphere. 

We can find the complete and original discussion, proof included, about the Poincare sphere 

and its Heegaard diagram in [GL53j. This Heegaard diagram is also cited in [Rol76j. Here 

is a slightly modified version of the corresponding diagram. We are not precise about the 

orientation. 

G 

d 

A 

3 

Figure 6.3: genus 2 Heegaard diagram for the Poincare sphere. 
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• Heegaard diagram for the three torus 8 1 x 8 1 x 8 1 . 

We only draw the f3 curves, the a curves are parallel to the boundary circles. The same colour 

indicate the same curve. 

1 

Figure 6.4: genus 3 Heegaard diagram for 8 1 x 8 1 x 8 1. 

We are now going to prove this last claim. 
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We consider the three torus as the quotient of a cube by ident ification of opposite faces. 

We can split this cube in two parts as shown in the following figure. 
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Because we have identified opposite faces of the cube, each of the above part is a solid bretzel 

with three holes. The a and /3 curves are then the curves shown in the figure below 

Figure 6.5: a curves on t he left and f3 curves on the right. 

From this one can obtain the followibg figure where we draw only the f3 curves. 

We identify t he ends of cylinder which correspond to opposite faces of t he cube in the centre. 
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The next figure is obtained by labelling opposite faces of the cylinder with the same capital 

letter, and labelling the end points of the curves which are identified with the same number. 

c 
10 

II 

B 

4 3 2 I 

B 

~lOc 11 

12 

A 

From this we deduce our Heegaard diagram for the three torus. 
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6.2 Domains and H eegaard Floer Homology 

G.2.1 Domains 

LPt D1, · · · , Dk be the closure of the connected components of :E - a1 - • · · - a 9 - /31 - · · · - (39 . 

Definition 6.13. A domain is a linear combination of the Di's with integer coefficients. 

Definition 6. 14. A domain is said to be positive if all the coefficients are greater or equal to 0. 

The set of all domains is then the free Abelian group generated by the set all Di's. The boundary 

of a domain is a linear combination of arcs contained in the a or (3 curves with integer coefficients. 

Definition 6.15. A periodic domain is a domain with boundary a linear combination of entire a 

curves and entire (3 curves and the component containing the base point has coefficient zeros. 

Theorem 6.16. The set of periodic domains is a subgroup isomorphic to H2 (Y ,Z). 

Proof. Let 'l3 be the set of periodic domains. It is obvious that 'l3 forms a subgroup of the group 

of domains. 

We want a map f : 'l3----+ H2 (Y ,Z). 

<> Let us give first a description of H2 (Y, Z) which relates to a and (3 curves. 

The sit uation at one intersection point of a and (3 is described on the figure below, where the 

label on the left and right of the a are the coefficient of the corresponding domains. 

For a periodic domain each sub-arc of the a's have the same coefficient so n i - n 2 = n3 - n4 

and this is equivalent to ni - n3 = n2 - n 4 i.e each sub-arc of the (3's have also the same 

coefficient. We use the definition of H2 (Y, Z) from Morse complex considering the Morse 

function and Riemann metric associated to the Heegaard splitting. A reference for Morse 

theory and homology are [Mi169] and [Sch]. Let Ci be the free Abelian group generated by 
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the index i critical points and Criti the set of index i critical points. We have the Morse 

complex: 

where 

8kq = L ~M (q,p) . p 
p ECrit1<-1 

with M (q,p) being the space of gradient flow lines from q top. For 83, since the flow lines 

appear in cancelling pairs we have 83q = 0 then Im 83 = 0 and therefore H2 (Y, Z) = ker 82. 

The index 1 critical points "correspond" to the a 's and the index 2 to the (3's, so an element C2 

(resp. Ci) can be expressed as linear combination of the (3's (resp. a's) . Let q = 2:bi f3i E C2, 

82q = I: bi 82!3i 

= L bi L ttM (f3i, p) . p 
pECrit 1 

j 

when we do not specify the index set for i and j we are doing the summation on all the critical 

points of the corresponding index. 

All the flow lines have to pass through L: and the intersection of the descending manifold 

of the index two critical points and the ascending manifolds of the index one critical points 

(modulo JR. action) are precisely the intersection of the a and (3 curves, therefore : 

where we use o to denote the intersection operation. Thus 

0 Now we can construct the desired map f , taking into account the previous description. Let 

P E >,p . 8P = 8aP + Of3P, where 8aP is the component from the a curves and 8f3P the 

component from the (3 curves. We define 
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f (P) = 8fJP 

We need to check first that this is indeed an element of H2 (Y, Z). 

Let afJP = bof3o + · · · + bkf3k and let a be one "component" of 8o:P. First we fix an orientation 

for a, from the left to the right on the figure . We give an orientation to the (J's such that 

(a, (3) is positively oriented. The situation is shown on the figure 

a · 1, 

/31 

no 

f3o 

Now we assign a sign correction O"j to each (3j as follows: 

{

1 
O"j = 

-1 otherwise 

if the orientation of (3j coincide wi th the exact one 

then (3j o a = -O"j, in another hand bj = O"j (nj - nj_i). T herefore 

LO"j (n; - n;-1) (-O"; ) 
j 

- L O"J (n') - nj_I) 
j 

- L (nj -nj-1 ) 
j 

= 0 

T hus f (P ) = a(JP E H 2 (Y,Z) , and the map is well defined. It is easy to see that this is an 

homomorphism. To prove that it is a bijection we define its inverse as follows: 

Let Do be the component containing the base point. Let I::,, b,,{3,, E H 2 (Y, Z) 

Across Do we have the following situation: 
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Since bJ = (ji (nj - n;-1) , b; = u;n2 or equivalently n2 = u;b; . Considering the case 

/3; 
/31 

m 

we have bt = <Tt ( n2 - m) = <Tt ( u;b; - m), then m = - u1b1 + u;b; . Since the a curves do not 

disconnect the surface, we can go from one component1 to another by just crossing f3 arcs. 

Therefore doing the above process repeatedly determine uniquely all the coefficient of the 

components. The last step is to prove that the domain obtained is a periodic domain. We 

have no= 0. At an intersection point of a and /3 curve we have 

Let b be the coefficient of the f3 curve, b = (n1 - n'.!) (} 

correction. The same holds for the a 's. 

( n:i - n1 ) (}. (} l >eing the sign 

0 

T his theorem is an illustration of how the knowledge of the Heegaard diagram can give informa-

1closure of one component of~ - c:t1 - • • • - a9 - f31 - • • • - /39 
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tion about the underlying 3-manifold. In this simple case it is the second homology group. One can 

try to construct invariant of three manifolds via Heegaard Diagram2 • The Heegaard Floer Homol

ogy is such an invariant. The definition of this invariant requires the use of the g-fold symmetric 

product of the Heegaard surface. 

6.2.2 Holomorphic Disks in Symmetric Product 

Let us consider the g-fold symmetric product of the Heegaard surface. It is as we have seen in the 

previous chapter a complex manifold or if we are less restrictive an almost complex manifold. 

Definition 6.17. A submanifold N of a complex manifold (M, J) is called totally real if for each 

xeN 

tori 

The g-tuple of a and /3 curves form inside the symmetric product two embedded totally real 

'1l'a = [a1 x .. · x a9] 

'1l',a = [/31 x ... x /3g] 

where the brackets mean their representatives in Sym9E. Since a (resp. '/3) curves do not 

intersect among themselves '][' 0 and '][' .B are away from the diagonal. 

Let ID> be the unit disk in the complex plane, closed or open according to the context. Let 

S+, s_ be the arcs in the boundary of ID> corresponding to Im[z] ~ 0 and Im[z] :5 0. 

Definition 6.18. Let x, y E ']['0 n '1l',a. A Whitney disk connecting x toy is a continuous map: 

u: ID>--+ Sym9E 

which send -i to x, i toy, S+ inside '1l'0 ands_ inside '1l',a We denote 7r2 (x, y) the set of homotopy 

classes of Whitney disks connecting x toy and Vz = z x Symg-l (E) for z E E. We define the 

multiplicity of</> E 7r2 (x, y) at z to be the integer: 

where u is a smooth representative chosen transverse to V.,1• 

2The equivalence class of a Heegaard Dia.gram is itself a three manifold invariant 
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If <P admits a (pseudcr )holomorphic representative then its multiplicity is positive since holomor

phic maps preserve orientation, or more generally, J-holomorphic curves intersect J-holomorphic 

submanifolds of codimension 2 positively. 

Definition 6.19. The domain of a homotopy class <PE 71'2 (x, y) is the formal linear combination 

k 

V (<P) := 2: nz, (<P) 
i=l 

where Zi E Di are points in the interior of Di. 

For <PE 71'2 (x,y) we define M (<P) to be the set of (pseudcr) holomorphic representatives of q,. 

The automorphism of the unit disk is PSL (2, JR.) so the subgroup preserving i and -i is isomor

phic to JR.. Therefore JR. acts on M (<P) by re-parameterization of the unit disk: 

g. u=uog 

We denote M ( <P) the quotient of M ( <P) by this JR. action. Ozsvath and Szab6 specify a set of 

almost complex structures that includes those induced by complex structures on E. They prove 

that, for a dense subset of these almost complex structures, M ( <P) is a smooth manifold whose 

dimension equals a certain index called the Maslov index of q,, which we will not define here. A 

result from Gromov says that in every homotopy class <P of Maslov index 1 the set M ( <P) is finite 

(compact 0-dimensional). We will omit the discussion about the genericity of complex structure 

and Gromov result. 

6.2.3 Heegaard Floer Homology 

Heegaard Floer homology is an invariant for closed oriented 3-manifolds which has been extended 

to links and to cobordism invariants for 4-manifolds. It was first developed from Floer homology 

which is an homology obtained by counting pseudcrholomorphic disks in a symplectic manifold 

with boundary condition on Lagrangian submanifolds. Heegaard Floer homology uses the Heegaard 

Diagram as the source of the data needed for Floer Homology, the symplectic manifold is the g

fold symmetric product of the Heegaard surface, the totally real tori T0 and T,a play the role of 

Lagrangian submanifolds and the holomorphic disks are Whitney disks connecting two elements 

x, y E T 0 nT,a. We construct a chain complex with boundary counting pseudcrholomorphic Whitney 
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disks. The homology obtained is then a diffeomorphism invariant of 3-manifolds which is the 

Heegaard Floer Homology. The result is independent of the choice of analytic data: Riemann 

metric, Morse function, almost complex and symplectic structure etc., so we have a topological 

invariant. However we will not discuss this issue of invariance. 

Now, we give a short description of Heegaard Floer theory with some "recent" results. 

·Let Y be a 3-manifold with pointed Heegaard diagram D = (E9 , a, /3, z). We define a complex 

CF (D) over Z/Z2 (resp. Z) freely generated by intersection points of the torus '11'a = [a1 x · · · x a9 ] 

and '11',a = [/31 x · · · x {39 ] 1 which "play" the role of Lagrangian submanifold in the symmetric 

product Sym9 (E9 ) = E;9 /69 • 

Now we can think of M (</>) and M (</>) as pseudo-holomorphic representatives with respect to 

a certain almost complex structure Jon Sym9 (E9 ). 

We define a boundary operator on the complex by 

where the summation runs over all</> E 71"2 (x, y), y E '11'a n '11',a withµ(</>)= 1 and nz (</>) = 0. 

Theorem 6.20 (Ozsvath-Szab6). For appropriate choice of analytic data, 'fl2 = O. 

For integer coefficients we need a choice of coherent orientation to allow us to count the points 

with sign. 

We have then a chain complex and can take homology. 

Theorem 6.21 (Ozsvath-Szab6). H. (& (D) 'a) = HF (Y) is a diffeomorphism invariant for 

Y. 

A refinement of this homology is the one obtained by taking Z/2Z [U] (resp. Z [U]) as ring of 

coefficients. The complex obtained is denoted CF-. For x, y E '11'a n '11',a and d E Z we define the 

space M (x, y, d) to be the set of holomorphic representative of Whitney disk</> connecting x to 

y with nz (</>) = d. The holomorphic assumption insures that d;:::. 0. M (x, y, d) also admit an JR 

action and the quotient space is denoted M (x, y, d). 

1 a = { ai, .. · , a 9} and /3 = {/31 , · .. , /3s} 
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The boundary for this new complex is then defined by: 

where 

1r (x) = :E :E nxy (d) ud . y 
yeT .. nTp dez 

{ 

0 if dimM(x,y,d) > 1 

nxy (d) = 

UM (x, y, d) otherwise 

This definition off)- only make sense for diagrams for which there are only finitely many y with 

nxy ':/: 0 for a given x. However Sarkar and Wang prove that every closed and oriented 3-manifold 

admit such diagrams which are called admissible. 

Theorem 6.22. Every 3-manifold admit a Heegaard diagram for which 8-2 = 0. 

The homology obtained H. (CF-, 8-) =HF- (Y) is also an invariant for 3-manifolds. 

We can also define HF- (Y, K) for a knot K c Y. We use a two pointed Heegaard diagram 

instead of one. 

Now we state the results which relate to combinatorial descriptions. 

Theorem 6.23 (Sarkar-Wang). Every 3-manifold has a Heegaard diagram for which HF (Y) can 

be computed combinatorially. 

Theorem 6.24 (Ozsvath-Szab6). For every 3-manifold Y there exists a Heegaard diagram for 

which HF- (Y) /U2 and HF- (Y) /U3 can be computed combinatorially. 

Theorem 6.25 (Manolescu-Ozsvath-Sarkar). The homology HF- (83,K) can be computed com

binatorially for knot K in 8 3 . 

Theorem 6.26 (Manolescu-Ozsvath-Sarkar-Thurston). The homology HF- (83 , K) can be defined 

purely combinatorially for knot K in 8 3 • 

In the perspective of trying to understand how we can go from an analytic setting to a purely 

combinatorial one, in the next chapter we will focus on how the choice of special types of domains 

like bigons and squares may give part of an elucidation of the fact that holomorphic rigidity can 

lead to combinatorial descriptions. For this purpose we will consider only holomorphic disks and 

we think of the symmetric product SymY (E9 ) as equipped with the complex structure discussed in 

chapter 5. 
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Chapter 7 

Holomorphic Domains 

7 .1 Preliminary 

Let us consider a continuous map u : ][)) --+ Sym9E. We define f5 c ][)) x E by 

D={(z,w)e][))xE I we{wi, .. ·,w9 } with u(z)=w1+ .. ·+w9} 

Then we have the natural maps P : f5 --+ ][)) and it : f5 --+ E which are the restrictions of the 

first and the second projection respectively. It can be checked that P is a g-fold branched cover of 

][)) if the map u is away from the diagonal except for discrete number of points, which is the case 

for our Whitney disks. We have the fact that 

u(z) = u(z,w1) + ... +u(z,wg) 

where {(z, wi), · · · , (z, w9 )} = p-l (z), some wi's may be the same according to multiplicity. 

Conversely a g-fold branched cover P : f5 --+ ][)) and a map it : f5 --+ E determine uniquely a map 

u from the disk to the symmetric product. 

We get the following property from the above construction and the definition of intersection 

number. 

Proposition 7.1. For u holomorphic, if w EE such that u rh Vw, then 

59 
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The holomorphic hypothesis is just to have the sign of the intersection points positive. For only 

smooth u we must pay attention to signs. 

Proof. 

nw (u) = I: sign (q) 
qeu-1(Vw) 

but since the signs are positive due to the holomorphic hypothesis, it is just the number of elements 

in the preimage. By the same reason Uu-1 (w) is just the number of preimages of w. Now, by 

definition of f5 and u, element of -u-1 ( w) are the ordered pair ( z, w) for which u ( z) E Vw. This 

proves the desired equality. D 

The study of maps u: IDl--+ Sym9E can then be reduced to the study of u and the knowledge 

of the g-fold branched cover f5 of !Dl. 

f5 may be disconnected but it may happen that there is only one component for which the 

restriction of u is not a constant map; this is the most interesting case for our purpose. A particular 

care will be taken when this component is a topological disk. 

A non trivial component is a component of f5 for which the restriction of u is not a constant 

map. 

Let us suppose that f5 has only one non trivial component which can be chosen to be a disk 

and which we still denote by f5. Let X be the universal covering of the Riemann surface E and 7r 

the natural covering map from X onto E. Let z E f5, b = u (z) and w E 7r-1 (b). Since f5 is simply 

connected we have a unique lift u: f5--+ X of u such that u (z) = w. In particular if the map u 
is injective then u is also injective. 

The fact that the universal cover X is either C, IDl or CIP1 allows us to completely reduce the study 

of u to the study of a map from the unit disk IDl to the complex plane. Because we are interested 

in the case where u is holomorphic, our work will concentrate on holomorphic maps from the unit 

disk in the standard sense using usual tools of complex analysis and holomorphic branched covers 

of the unit disk. In this perspective an m-gon in E will be treated as an m-gon in C. 

After this preliminary discussion let us now start with the study of holomorphic representatives 

of the domains defined in the previous chapter. From our discussion this study is reduced to the 

study of domains in the plane or precisely of m-gons in the plane for nice domains. 
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7.2 Domain with Holomorphic Representative 

Proposition 7.2. For w E E not a branched point for u and such that none of z E u-1 (w) are 

ramification points for P, u is transverse to Vw. 

Proof. We have to prove that for every i E u-1 (Vw) 

Duz' (Tz1JI))) E9 Tu(z') Vw = Tu(z')Sym9 E. 

By construction of P and u, an element z' E u-1 (Vw) has to be of the form P (z) where z E u-1 (w). 

By assumption z' is not a branched point of P. Therefore we can find an open neighbourhood U of 

z', g pairwise disjoint open sets U1, .. · , U9 in D and maps Uk: Uk ---+ E, k = 1, .. · ,g, such that 

the restriction P : Uk ---+ U and the map Uk are diffeomorphisms for each k, and the restriction 

of u to U1 II · · · II Uk is the map u1 II · · · II u9 • The fact that the Uk 's are pairwise disjoint implies 

that the restriction of u to U is away from the diagonal. Therefore, since we can always choose U 

to be simply connected (a small disk for instance) and since the natural projection EU ---+ Sym9E 

is a covering map outside the diagonal, we have a lift it : U ---+ EU up to a choice of ordering. 

Now, let us pick a basis (a, b) of Tz1U, for each k = 1, .. · , g we lift this basis to a basis ( ak, bk) 

of Tz1c Uk via P and then to a basis (ck, dk) of Tu1c(z1c)E via Uk, where Zk E p-l (i). By construction 

of u and P, we get : 

Ditz' (a)= (c1 · .. c9 ) = c 

Ditz' (b) = (d1 · · · d9 ) = d 

Since each pair ck, dk are linearly independent, c and d are linearly independent. If we chose the 

ordering such that w is the first component of u (z'), then 

Ta(z')W x E(g-l) = 0 x Tu2 (z2)E x · · · x Tu
9
(z

9
)E 

Let p = (u2 , .. • , u9 ), we have 

The natural projection EU ---+ Sym9E is a local diffeomorphism outside the diagonal therefore the 

above equality implies 

D 
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Theorem 7.3. Let x, y E 'lI'0 n 'lI',a and <PE 7r2 (x, y). Suppose <P has an holomorphic representative 

u for which the corresponding D has only one non trivial component. If the coefficients involved in 

'D (<P) are only 0 or 1, then u is an embedding on the non trivial component. 

Proof. Let w EE, such that u rh Vw, we have nw (<P) = ~u-1 (w)=1, where 

~u- 1 (w) = 2: sign (q) . 
qeu-l(w) 

Since <P has an holomorphic representative sign (q) ~ O. Therefore u-1 (w) has only one element 

and this element must belong to the non trivial component. Proposition 7.2 tells us that this holds 

for all except maybe for finitely many w E E, the exception will be for the images of the trivial 

components. Therefore u is injective on the non trivial component, hence it is an embedding. 0 

This theorem is a consequence of proposition 7.2. For domains with coefficient only 0 or 1, this 

theorem with the discussion in the preliminary of this chapter allow us to consider only biholomor

phic maps between domains in C, i.e Riemann maps for suitably nice domains. 

Proposition 7.4. Let x, y E 'lI'0 n 'lI',a. If 'D is the domain of a homotopy class </J E 11"2 (x, y) with 

holomorphic representative u, then 'D is the image under u of the non-trivial components of D. 

Proof. This is directly related to the fact that nw (<P) = ~u-1 (w). Since nw (<P) is the multiplicity 

of the domain containing wand this is non zero if and only if ~u-1 (w) is non zero, the image of u 
must be 'D. 0 

Thus, if the domain 'D (<P) is a 2m-gon (with multiplicity 0 or 1 in all the component), we have 

to look for an holomorphic map u : D ---+ E with the given 2m-gon as image. We are interested 

in the existence of such holomorphic maps and such that the corresponding moduli space M ( <P) is 

relevant for computing the boundary map in Heegaard Floer homology. We are interested in the 

cases when m = 1 and 2 i.e bigons and squares. 

We are now thinking of u as a map to the complex plane instead of E. From earlier discussion 

we know that u has to be an embedding, so an holomorphic u needs to be a Riemann map. We are 

interested in the set M ( <P) for the two cases of bigons and squares. How do we describe all of its 

elements, is it a smooth manifold and of which dimension, and how about M (<P)? We will not do 

a completely exhaustive treatment but will concentrate on some cases which are the most relevant. 

The remaining sections will be devoted to these questions. 
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7.3 Assumption on Boundaries 

Before doing the bigon case let us discuss an important point which is relevant for both the square 

case and the bigon case. 

Definition 7.5. A domain D of the complex plane is called finitely connected along its boundary 

if for every point z E 8D and every r > 0, there exists€ E (0, r) such that D n D (z, €) intersects at 

most finitely many components of D n D (z, r). 

We have the following important theorem which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 

extending a conformal map continuously over the boundary. This theorem is stated and proved in 

[P.P91) page 441. 

Theorem 7.6. Let f be a conformal mapping of the open unit disk 11)) onto a domain D in C. Then 

f can be extended to a continuous mapping j of Ji) onto D if and only if D is finitely connected 

along its boundary. 

By the above theorem, if a square or a bigon domain is not finitely connected along its boundary 

then no Riemann map which maps onto this domain can be extended to the boundary. Thus the 

square or the bigon made no contribution for the computation of the boundary map since they 

cannot represent holomorphic Whitney disks. 

Due to this fact we will always assume that our domains are finitely connected along their 

boundary. 

7.4 Bigon Case 

Let x,y E 'll'a n'll'13, 

X = X1 + X2 + · · · + Xg 

Y = Yl + X2 + · · · + Xg 

where x2, • • • , x9 are g - 1 distinct points in E. 

Let 'D be a domain which is a bigon with x1 and Y1 as vertices and the union of two arcs a and 

f3 as boundary1. We want to construct a holomorphic Whitney disk u with domain 'D. 
1We still use the notation a, (3 for the arcs on E even if before we were thinking of a and (3 as collection of curves 

{01, · · · ,a:9} and {(31, .. · ,(39 } 
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We choose the cover D to be the disjoint union of g copies of ID>. By the Riemann mapping 

theorem we can find a biholomorphic map f : ID> --+ 'D. By Theorem 7.6 this Riemann map 

extends continuously over the boundary since we assume that all the domains we are considering 

are finitely connected along their boundaries. By doing a reparametrization of the unit disk if 

necessary we can assume that -i is mapped to x, i is mapped toy, S+ is mapped inside a ands_ 

is mapped inside (3. 

Remark 7. 7. All other maps satisfying these properties can be obtained by pre-composition with 

automorphisms of ID> which fix -i, i and send the point we have fixed in S+ to a point in a. There 

is exactly a !-parameter family of such automorphisms. 

Here the g-fold branched cover P : f5 --+ ID> is just the g-disjoint union of the identity map of 

ID>: 

P = Ido 11 · · · 11 ldo 

We define the map u to be 

u = f 11 fL2 11 · · · 11 u9 

where Uk is a constant map mapping ID> to Xk for k = 2, · · · , g. Now define u : ID> --+ Sym9E by: 

Since f is a biholomorphism it is immediate that u is holomorphic. We have then proved the 

following: 

Theorem 7.8. For a bigon domain 'D, which is finitely connected along its boundary, there ex

ists an holomorphic representative and all holomorphic representatives are obtained by the above 

construction. 

Proof. The existence follows from the above discussion. We will just clarify that if we have an holo

morphic representative u, then u can be obtained by the above manner. Let u be an holomorphic 

representative of 'D. The multiplicity of u at every point w inside 'D is equal to one since 'D is a 

bigon. Therefore for each w E 'D the identity 
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implies 

Thus u must be an holomorphic embedding. Then the preimage u-1 (V) of V under u has to be 

conformally equivalent to the unit disk. We chose 11-1 (V) to be the non trivial component and 

we identify it with ][}). Then we can consider the restriction of u on u-1 (V) as a Riemann map 

J : ][})--+ 'D. It follows that u can be written as 

u = J II '12 II · · · II u9 

and that u satisfies for every z E ][}) 

u (z) = f (z) + x2 + · · · + x9. 

0 

Definition 7.9. We call an m-gon convex if it has at all its vertices's an interior angle less than 

1r. 

For a non convex domain we can choose a Riemann map / with image not necessarily the 

interior of the domain but its interior minus some portion of the a (resp. /3) arcs which start at a 

vertex with interior angle greater than 11" and goes inside the domain. An example of this situation 

is pictured by the figure below: 

Figure 7.1: heart shaped domain 

Therefore for each possible region (image of J) there is one unparameterized Riemann map. 

7 .4.1 Convex Bigons 

Now suppose that we have a convex bigon as domain. The fact that the subset of Aut (][})) = 

PSL (2, IR) which has the properties mentioned in remark 7.7 forms a one dimensional smooth 

manifold implies that M (u) is a one dimensional smooth manifold as well. Thus we can state the 

following. 
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Theorem 7.10. Let x, y E Tan 'lr,a, 

X = Xl + X2 + · · · + Xg 

y = Yl + X2 + ... + Xg 

If B is a domain which is a convex big on with vertices x1 and y1, then there is an holomorphic 

Whitney disk u representing B and M ( u) is a one dimensional smooth manifold. 

Proposition 7.11. With the hypothesis of Theorem 7.10, M (u) has only one element. 

Proof. This is also a direct consequence of remark 7.7. D 

7.4.2 Non Convex Bigons 

In this subsection we want to justify that some types of non convex bigons are not relevant for 

calculating the Heegaard Floer boundary map even if they always have an holomorphic represen

tative. We will argue that the set M ( </>) cannot be a one dimensional smooth manifold. Let us 

consider first the simple case of figure 7.1 

Proposition 7.12. Let</> be a representative of the domain in figure 7.1. M (</>) is homeomorphic 

to an open interval, and therefore M (</>) is not a one dimensional manifold. 

Proof. M (</>) is the set of unparameterized curves. So its elements can be distinguished by their 

image meaning that for [u], [u'] EM(</>), 

[u] =f [u'] if and only if u (lD) =f u' (lD) 

Let f : [])--+ 'D (resp. f : 1D--+ 'D') be the holomorphic map which appear in the definition of u 

(resp. u') via f5 and u (resp. u'). The equivalence above implies that 

[u] =f [u'] if and only if f ([])) =f f' ([])) 

by the construction of u (resp. u') discussed in the beginning of the section. 

Now the choice of an image f ([])) is completely determined by the endpoint of the arcs (a or /3) 

which goes from one vertex and end up inside the domain as shown in the figure: 
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Y1 Y1 

Figure 7.2: Two types of images for the map f 

Note that we cannot have both arcs a and f3 going inside the domain since we require f (S+) Ca 

and f (S_) c {3. The set of all possible end points is the open arc inside the domain in figure 7.1 

Y1 .... -.... .... ··· ··· ... .. .. .. .. ·. 
which is homeomorphic to an open interval. The Riemann mapping theorem tells us that we 

can always find such an holomorphic f since the regions we are considering here for ea.ch point of 

the "interval'' are all simply connected. The Theorem 7.6 tells us that this map indeed extends to 

the boundary of the region and with the desired properties. Thus M (</>) is homeomorphic to an 

open interval. 

Since for each unparameterized map [u] we have a one parameter family of parametrized ones 

by pre-composing with automorphisms of lDl preserving i and -i, we have implicitly shown the 

existence of a continuous map: 

M (</>) 

! 
I 

where I is an open interval and such that each fibre is a one dimensional manifold. Therefore 

M (</>)cannot be a one dimensional manifold. 

D 
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There are two simple types of non-convex bigom; for which M (</>) cannot be a one dimensional 

manifold. The first one is shown in figure 7.1, the second one is shown in the following figure. 

Figure 7.3: second type of non convex bigon 

By analogous reasoning we can prove that for the second case M ( </>) cannot be a one dimensional 

manifold. 

7.5 Square Case 

As for the bigon case, we assume that our squares are finitely connected along their boundaries. 

We will distinguish between convex and non convex squru·es. The non convex squru·es are also not 

relevant for computing t he boundary map in Heegaard Floer homology. 

Let S be a domain which is a square with vertices v1 , v2, v3 , v4. Let x, y E 'll'0 n 'll',a such that: 

X = VI + V2 + X 3 + • · · + Xg 

Y = V3 + V4 + X3 + ' · · + Xg 

We are going to construct an holomorphic Whitney disk u t hat represents S. We choose D to 

be the disjoint union of g - 1 copies of the unit disk ][)): 

fj = JI)) II ... IJ][I) ....__... 
g-1 

We know that u must be an holomorphic embedding (i.e a Riemann map) restricted to the non 

trivial component of D if there is only one. By the Riemann mapping theorem, we can find a 

biholomorphic map f : JI)) ~ S, so the map ft is defined to be : 

f II il.3 II · · · II u9 
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where Uk is a constant map mapping ID> to Xk for each k = 3, · · · ,g. To complete the data for 

the definition of u we need to specify the g-fold branched cover P: D--+ ID>. We define 

P = B II Ido II · · · II ldo 
g-2 

where Bis a 2-fold holomorphic branched cover of ID> by itself which maps the preimage under 

u of the vertices to -i and i. In other words, if zi, z2, za, z4 are the preimages of v1, V2, 3, v4, 

then: 

B (z1) = -i 

B (z2) = -i 

B (za) = i 

B(z4) = i 

(7.1) 

Remark 7.13. It is known from complex analysis that the 2-fold holomorphic branched cover 

space of the unit disk is the unit disk. That is why we have chosen g-1 disjoint union of ID> in our 

definition of D for the square case. 

To continue further the study we need to determine all the 2-fold holomorphic branched covers 

of ID> by itself. 

7.5.1 Holomorphic 2-fold Branched Cover of JD) by Itself 

Any proper holomorphic map is a branched cover and a branched cover is proper if and only if it 

has finite degree. 

Since we are looking for 2-fold holomorphic branched covers, it suffices to consider proper 

holomorphic maps from ID> to itself. By analogy with the fact that a map g : lRn --+ lRn is proper 

if and only if Ilg (x) II-+ oo as llxll-+ oo, we have the following characterization. 

Proposition 7.14. Let g: ID>--+ ID> be a continuous function. g is proper if and only if lg (z) I-+ 1 

as lzl-+ l. 

Proof. o Let us suppose that g is a proper map. Let e < 1, g-1 (f> (0, e)) is compact in ID> then 

there exists 6 < 1 such that g-1 (i>(O,e)) c D(0,6). Therefore, lzl > 6 implies jg(z) I> e. 

Thus lg(z) 1-+ las lzl-+ 1. 
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<> Conversely suppose that 19 (z) I - 1 as lzl - 1. Let KC ID> be compact. There is e < 1 such 

that Kc D(O,e). By the limit hypothesis we can find 8 < 1 such that g-1 (K) c D(0,8). 

Finally since g is continuous g-1 (K) is closed in ID>. 

D 

Lemma 7.15. If g: ID>--+ ID> is a proper holomorphic map, then the zeros of g are finite. 

Proof Zeros of holomorphic maps are isolated and since g is compact they form a compact subset, 

therefore they are finite. D 

Let g : ID> --+ ID> be a proper holomorphic map. Let ai, · · · , an be the zeros of g counted with 

multiplicity. Let us consider the map: 

n 
h (z) = II z - ~k 

k=l 1- akZ 

It is immediate that lh (z) I - 1 as z - 1 since the modulus of each term tends to 1 as z - 1. 

The singularities of h/g and g/h are removable, so they can be extended to holomorphic maps on 

the unit disk. In addition lh/gl (resp.lg/hi) tends to 1 as lzl - 1, so according to the maximum 

principle: 

hence 

l~I = 1 and g = ( h for ( e 8 1 

h 

Thus we can state the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.16. A n-fold holomorphic branched cover of the unit disk ID> by itself is of the form: 

where ( E 8 1 and ak E ID> for k = 1, · · · , n. 

Such a map is known as a finite Blaschke product and the number n is called the degree of the 

product. 

Proposition 7.17. Let m E Aut (ID>) and B a finite Blaschke product. Then mo B and Bo m are 

Blaschke product of the same degree. 
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Proof. B o m and m o B are still proper holomorphic maps from ][)) to itself, so they are Blaschke 

products. Composing with automorphisms of ][)) does not change the number of zeros so they have 

the same degree as B. 0 

A 2-fold holomorphic branched cover of ][)) is then a Blaschke product of the form: 

where ( E 8 1 and ai, a2 E ][)). The relations 

B (z1) = -i 

B (z2) = -i 

B (z3) = i 

B (z4) = i 

give 4 complex equations of 5 real variables (imaginary and real part of ai, a2 and argument of(). 

We may expect 8 real equations of 5 variables but since the relations take place on the unit circle 

we have exactly 4 relations on 5 unknown. In particular a 5-th independent relation will determine 

B uniquely. 

7.5.2 The Set of Holomorphic Representatives 

Now an holomorphic representative u for the square domain Scan be defined as in the preliminary 

since we have clearly defined D, it and P. More precisely we have the following: 

u (z) = f (z1) + f (z2) + x3 + · · · + x9 

where {z1, z2} = B-1 (z), with B being a degree 2 Blaschke product satisfying equation (7.1) 

and f : ][)) -+ E 1 a Riemann map. 

We summarize this in this theorem which is the same as for the bigon case but the proof is not 

as trivial as for this case. 

Theorem 7.18. For a square domain S there exists holomorphic representatives and all holomor

phic representatives are obtained from the above construction. 

1we are putting E but we are allowed to use usual Riemann map between regions of C 
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Proof. It suffices to prove that the map u defined above is indeed holomorphic. Let z e ID> not a 

branched point for B, and {z1, z2} = B-1 (z). We can find open neighbourhood U1 of z1 and U2 of 

z2 such that: 

U1 n U2 = 0 and Biu1 (resp. Bu2 ) is a biholomorphism on its image 

on the other hand since x3, · · · , x9 are all distinct, we can find pairwise disjoint open neighbourhood 

U3, · · · , U9 of them which are disjoint from U1 and U2 as well. Therefore we can find an open 

neighbourhood U of z such that u factorizes locally as shown by the commutative diagram: 

where 1T' is the canonical projection which is holomorphic from Chapter 5 and u is the map defined 

by: 

u (w) = (Biu1 (w), B1u2 (w), x3, · · · , x9 ) 

which is holomorphic. Therefore u is holomorphic at z. 

We have proved that u is holomorphic on ID> minus the branch points. Since u is continuous 

and there is only one branched point, by analytic continuation u is holomorphic on the entire disk 

ID>. D 

Let us assume that S is a convex square so that the image of f for a given u is the entire interior 

of S. 

Let u' be another holomorphic representative of S. We have: 

u' (z) = g (s1) + g (s2) + X3 + · · · + x9 

with { s 1, s2} = B'-1 ( z), B' and g having the same properties as B and f. 

We are going to prove that u = u' op for some p E Aut (ID>) fixing i and -i. For, we express B 

in term of B'. Let a,b,c,d (resp. a',b',d,d') be the inverse images of the four vertices vi,v2,v3,v4 

of S by f (resp. g) and let w be a point in the boundary of ID> different from a, b, c, d. 

g-1 o f is an automorphism of ID> mapping a, b, c, d to a', b', d, d'. B' o g-1 o f is a Blaschke 

product from proposition 7.17 and it satisfies (7.1). There is one automorphism p-1 of ID> mapping 
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B' o g-1 of (w) to B (w) and fixing i, -i. The composition p-1 o B' o g-1 of is again a Blaschke 

product from proposition 7.17, and in addition it maps a, b, c, d to -i, i and w to B (w) so we have 

5 independent relations. Since a Blaschke product is uniquely determined by 5 parameters there is 

only one which satisfies this property. B satisfies the same relations so we must have: 

B = p-1 
0 B' 0 g-1 

0 I 

Let z E ]))), 

u' op (z) = g (t1) + g (t2) + xa + .. · + x9 

where {ti, t2} = B'-1 (p (z)) 

On the other hand 

u (z) = f (z1) + f (z2) + xa + .. · + x9 

with {zi, z2} = B-1 (z). Using equation {7.2) we get 

therefore 

but 

finally 

/(z1) + f (z2) := f ({zi,z2}) 

= I u-1 (g (B'-1 (p (z))))) 

= g (B'-1 (p(z))), using the fact that f is a bijection 

u(z)=g(t1) + g(t2) + xa + ... + x9 

=u'op(z) 

(7.2) 

Consequently u and u' are in the same equivalence class of the JR action on M ( </>) for a Whitney 

disk </> with domain S. Thus we have proved the following 

Theorem 7.19. Let S be a convex square. If</> is a Whitney disk with domain S, then M (</>) has 

only one element. 
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Smoothness of the Set of Holomorphic Representatives 

Theorem 7.18 and 7.8 are just saying that M (</>) is non empty for these cases. But knowing that 

it is non empty is not enough, it needs to be a smooth manifold with the correct dimension (one). 

Theorem 7.20. If the domain Sis a convex square with holomorphic representative u, then M (u) 

is a one dimensional smooth manifold. 

Proof. What really matters in the definition of an holomorphic representative u for a convex square 

is the 2-fold branched covering G which is a degree 2 Blaschke product. This is because change of 

the Riemann map is equivalent to a change of the Blaschke product, which can be deduced from 

the proof of theorem 7.19. Therefore fixing an arbitrary Riemann map f : II)) --+ S, M (u) is 

completely determined by the set of all possible degree 2 Blaschke products B satisfying relation 

7.1. This means that there is a one to one correspondence between M (u) and this set. 

It suffices then to prove that the set of degree 2 Blaschke product 

B(z) = 
iB z-a z-b 

e -- --=-
1- az 1- bz 

satisfying relation 7.1 is a one dimensional smooth manifold. Let Pi,P2, q1, Q2 E 811)) be the points 

which correspond to the vertices of S, the preimages of i, i, -i, -i under B. 

Consider the map 

c : s1 x D x D - s1 x s1 x s1 x s1 

(0, a, b) ...._ (B (p1), B (P2), B (q1), B (q2)) 

G is smooth and c-1 (i,i, -i, -i) is the space of maps in one to one correspondence with M (u). 

In order to prove that it is a one dimensional manifold, we need to show that dG is surjective 

or has rank 4 at a preimage of (i, i, -i, -i). To simplify the proof we chose to work for a map 

G: 8 1 x II)) x II))--+ C4 , so we can express the differential with respect to a and bin terms of 80 , 

aa and a,,, 8,,. 

For a map 

g (0, a, b) 

we have 

·o z- a z- b 
= e' -- --=-b , where z is fixed 

1- az 1- z 
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Bag 

~g 

Bag 

~g 

using the relation 

we get 

-

= 

= 

= 

i8 1 z-b 
-e -- -----=-

1-az 1-bz 
i8 1 z-a 

-e -----=-
1-bz 1-az 

z ei8 (z-a) 
(1- az)2 

ei8 z 
(z -b) 

(1 - bz) 2 

B (p1) = B (P2) = i 

B (q1) = B (q2) = -i 

Pk - b . _ ·s 1 - apk 
~--=ie' 
1-bpk Pk - a 

z-b ----1-bz 
z-a --1-az 

Qk - b . _ ·s 1 - aqk 
- ........... - = -ie' 
1-bqk Qk - a 

fork= 1, 2. Let x1 = 0, x2 =a, x3 =a, x4 = b, xs = b, G1 = B (p1), 

G2 = B (p2), G3 = B (q1), G4 = B (q2). 

The matrix of partial derivative 

DG = (8Gi) 
OXk l,k 

can then be written at a preimage t of (i, i, -i, -i) as: 

-1 --=L.. _la._ 
p1-a 1-ap1 

-1 --=L.. ~ 
p2-a l-iiP2 

DGt = 

1 _,_· ~ 
qi-a l-iiq1 

1 _i_ ...=!.2a... 
q2-a l-iiq2 

-i ..J.£L_ 
p1-6 l-bp1 

-i _ja_ 
P2-b l-1'P2 

i -=!!lL 
qi-b l-bq1 

i ~ 
q2-b 1-~ 

Page 75 

We aim to prove that DGt has rank 4 which is equivalent to proving that its transpose has rank 

4. This transpose is given by: 
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-1 -1 1 1 

-=L -=L _i_ _i_ 
pi-a p2-a qi-a qi-a 

_!a_ _i2L ...::!!lL ~ 1-iipi l-iip2 1-iiqi iiq2 

-i -i i i 
pi-b p2-6 qi-b qi-b 

...!e.L ...iJ!L _::jji_ -i92 
1-bpi l-bp2 1-bqi 1-~ 

Let us denote Ck the k-th column of a matrix. After replacing 

we get the matrix 

-1 

-=L 
pi-a 

_ja_ 
1-iipi 

-i 
Pi-b 

_w_ 
1-bpi 

C2 by C2+Ca 

Ca by C1 +Ca 

C4 by C1 +C4 

0 0 

-=L+_i_ 
p2-a qi-a 

-i + i 
pi-a qi-a 

_ja_ + ...::!!lL 
l-iip2 1-iiqi 

_!a_+~ 
1-llpi 1-iiqi 

-i + i 
p2-b qi-b 

-i + i 
pi-b qi-b 

~+-it: 
1-~ 1- i ~+~ 1-bqi 

0 

-i + i 
Pi-a qi-a 

_!a_ + ...=!2L. 
1-iipi l-/lq2 

-i + i 
pi-b qi-b 

_w_ + -i92 
1-bpi l-bq2 

Page 76 

and after simplification, the matrix obtained by removing the first row and the first column is: 
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E~-~1 
CP2-a) CJ1 -a) 

l:!1-~1 
CP1 -a)q1 -a) 

l:!i-iza 
CP1 -a) (q2-a) 

,l!2-21 
(l-iiP2) (l-1iq1) ,l!1-ri1 (l-api)i-aq1) 

,l!12-!l2 
(1-api) (1-&n) 

i 

P2-~1 
CP2-l))q1 -b) 

E1-~1 
CP1 -b) il1 -b) Ei-r: 

CP1 -b) ii2-b) 

Er(1 (1-bi>21-&i1) Er(l (1-bp1l-&i1) 
E12-112 

( l-bp1) (l-&i2) 

It is enough to show that the matrix obtained from the above by taking out the i factor and by 

removing the last row has rank 3, i.e the matrix 

Taking out the column factors (P2 - q1), (p1 - q1) and (p1 - q2) does not change the rank. We 

are left with the matrix: 

Replacing 

yields 

1 1 1 
CP2-a) (q1 -a) CP1 -a) (q1 -a) CP1 -a) (q2-a) 

1 1 1 
(l-ii1>2) (l-liq1) (l-iip1) (1-aqi) (l-ap1) (1-aq2) 

1 1 1 
<P2-b) (q1 -6) <P1 -b) (q1 -b) <P1 -6) (q2-6) 

03 by (q1 - a) 02 - (q2 - a) 03 

02 by (P2 - a) 01 - (p1 - a) 02 
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0 0 0 

0 

0 

where we do not change the first column. Considering the 2 by 2 matrix on the right below the 

zeros and putting in the same denominator gives: 

CP2-b) 1-b)q1 -b) 

After tal<lng out row and column common factors we obtain: 

Replacing C2 by 1/ (1 - aq2) C1 - 1/ (1 - liP2) C2 gives: 

0 

1 1 ) 
(l-liq2) (P2-b) - (l-lip2) (~-6) 

Then after putting in the same denominator: 

0 

~2-P2) (1-lib) ) 
(1-~)l-lip2) (P2-b) (~-6) 

Since a, b E II) and P2 and Q2 are distinct, 

Thus this matrix has rank 2 and it follows that DG has rank 4 by basic results from linear algebra. 
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Since st c C the map G : st x JI)) x JI)) ---+ st x st x st x st has rank 4 at the desired point. 

Therefore a-t (i, i, -i, -i) is a smooth one dimensional real manifold. 

D 

Non Convex Squares 

The case of non convex squares has some similarities with the case of non convex bigons. By the 

same argument as for bigons, with at least one non convex vertex the space M ( <P) may fail to be a 

one dimensional manifold. But one needs to make a more careful treatment which we will not do 

here. 

7 .6 The Correct Mathematical Setting 

We made the choice of topology for M ( <P) in a very simple way. The special treatment we have 

applied probably does not generalize to similar problems like counting (pseudo-)holomorphic curves 

with other conditions and in other kinds of (almost) complex manifolds. 

To understand the full features of M ( <P) we need to set up mathematical structures in which 

it fits nicely and naturally. First of all, holomorphic disks involve choices of complex structures 

which we have chosen so far to be the one from Chapter 5 for the symmetric product. In practice 

complex structures are too rigid since they can lose their "holomorphy" with small deformations. 

So using almost complex structures is more appropriate. In fact as we have seen earlier Heegaard 

Floer homology counts pseudo-holomorphic disks for a fixed almost complex structure. Not all 

almost complex structures are relevant for Floer homology. However the set of almost complex 

structures used in the theory form a generic set (set of second category in Baire sense), so a small 

perturbation of a given almost complex structure will give a correct one. 

Let j be the complex structure on JI)) and J the almost complex structure on Sym9 (E9). We 

are then interested in Whitney J-holomorphic disks, i.e Whitney disks u with the property 

BJU = 0 

- 1 
where OJU = '2 (du + J o du o j) is the complex antilinear part of du. 
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The operator BJ is naturally a map defined on the space ofsmooth functions C00 
{][}), SymY (E9)) 

which can be endowed with the C00-topology. 

In our case we are interested in the subset B c C00 
{][]), SymY (E9)) of the maps that represent the 

relative homology class [</> (][]))) E H2 (Sym9 (E9), 'll'a U 'll'p) for</> E 71"2 (x, y) and x, y E 'll'a n'll'p. The 

space B has the structure of an infinite dimensional manifold. Its tangent space at a map u is the 

space of smooth vector fields along u 

We can define over B an infinite dimensional fibre bundle e --+ B with fibre over u e B 

Eu := n°·1 {][]), u*TSymY (E9 )) 

the space of smooth J-anti-linear one form on][}) with value in u*TSymY (E9). 

We can then think of the operator BJ as defining a section S of this bundle: 

M ( </>) is therefore the zeros of this section. After some modifications on the spaces and the 

problem, one proves that the operator BJ is a Fredholm operator or more precisely it possesses a 

linearization which is a Fredholm operator. Then using the implicit function theorem for infinite 

dimensional manifolds one can prove that M ( </>) is a smooth manifold with dimension the index of 

the linearization of BJ. The computation of the index is done via a modified version of Riemann

Roch theorem for complex vector bundles over a Riemann surface. Next we quotient with the JR 

action, if the dimension is one a result from Gromov (Gromov compactness theorem) says that the 

quotient is compact zero dimensional, we can then count the pseudo-holomorphic Whitney disks. 

This is the most natural "geometric" description of the moduli space M ( </>) which can be found in 

the literature [MS04). 

For the analysis the unit disk ][]) becomes sometimes difficult to work with, so if needed we 

replace it by a conformally equivalent domain which is the vertical strip ~ = [-1, 1) x JR, we then 

need to replace the conditions u (-i) = x and u (i) = y by the fact that u lift to the tangent space 

at x and y at the extremities of the strip (neighbourhood of the two infinities). With this we lose 

a bit of the geometry of ][]), for instance we cannot visualize the boundary at infinity. However the 

group of automorphism preserving the two points at infinity becomes simpler: the set of vertical 

translations, and the analysis is much easier. 
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The analysis techniques required for the theory need some properties that the smooth setting in 

which we have discussed does not allow us to use. Then one needs to enlarge the space by including 

non smooth functions. So one uses Whitney disks belonging to the space Wk,p (Ll, Sym9 (E9)) of 

distributions on Ll with values in Sym9 (E9), and the subspace of Wk,p (Ll, Sym9 (E9 )) corresponding 

to infinitesimal deformations of such Whitney disks. The last space is the completion of the smooth 

bundle discussed earlier with respect to the Sobolev Wk•P-norm. It appears that the Wk,p_topology 

and the C00-topology are equivalent on the solution space. A nice consequence of this is that we are 

now working in Banach manifolds instead of Fechet manifolds. This extension into distributions is 

justified by the fact that if the complex structure J is smooth then the "weak" solutions of [)Ju = 0 

are smooth i.e elements of C00 (Ll, Sym9 (E9)). This result is a modified version of one in [MS04] 

and is linked to the boundary condition i.e the boundary of JI)) or Ll is sent to the union of two 

totally real submanifolds 'lr a and 'lr .B of half the real dimension of Sym9 (E9). Let us state this result 

which appears in [MS04]. 

Let M be a 2n-dimensional manifold with almost complex structure J and L an n-dimensional 

J-totally real submanifold of M i.e TL n J (TL)= 0. Let R be a Riemann surface possibly open 

with complex structure j. 

Theorem 7.21. Let p > 2 and suppose J is of class cz for l ~ 2. If u : R ~ M is a W 1·P solution 

of BJU = 0 with boundary condition u (8R) c L, then u is of class wz,p. In particular if l = 00 

then u is smooth. 

So we just have to choose a smooth generic almost complex structure on Sym9 (E9). The 

extension of the theory into distributions does not change the moduli space M ( <P) of J-holomorphic 

representative of <P and its R-quotient M (</>). 

The next chapter will be a brief account on pseudo-holomorphic curves. 
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Chapter 8 

Pseudo-Holomorphic Curves 

In this chapter we just want to concentrate on the spirit of the problem so we will restrict ourselves 

to smooth maps, avoiding Sobolev embedding and Sobolev completion. Our exposition will only 

consider pseudcrholomorphic curves for a fixed Riemann surface (:E, j) with fixed complex structure. 

Let us start with brief comments on Fredholm theory. 

8.1 Fredholm Index Theory 

For this section we follow partially [MS04], [Sch56] and [Gro67]. [Sch56] is a nice and readable 

reference for an introduction to general Fredholm theory. For someone who would like to go deep 

in the theory, the best reference is probably [Gro67]. 

Definition 8.1. A Banach manifold modelled on a Banach space X is a Hausdorff topological 

space M together with an open covering {Ua} and homeomorphisms: "Pa : Ua -- Na C X with 

the property that "Pa o r.p-p1 is a smooth map between open set of X. 

An ordered pair (Ua, <pa) is called a local chart and we can define atlases and maximal atlases 

as for usual manifolds. 

Definition 8.2. Let M and N be two Banach manifolds. A continuous map f : U C M -- N is 

a differentiable (resp. smooth) map if: 

,,P13 of o r.p~ 1 
: "Pa (f-1 (Ua) nU) c X -- X 

is a differentiable (resp. smooth) map for every chart (Ua, "Pa) and (V13, ,,P13) of M and N. 
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The definition of submanifold of a Banach manifold is slightly different from usual 

Definition 8.3. A subspace .N of a Banach manifold M is called a submanifold of M if we have a 

topological splitting X = E ED F and for each x E .N, there is a chart (U, <.p) in M such that x E U 

and for some p E F: 

<.p (U n.N) = <.p (U) n (Ex {p}). 

We have similar things as all the different structures which come with usual manifolds. 

Let X and Y be two Banach spaces. 

Definition 8.4. Let A : X --+ Y be a linear operator. A is called a Fredholm operator if it is 

closed and 

1. it has a closed range 

2. its domain is dense in X 

9. it has finite kernel and cokernel. 

Definition 8.5. The index of a Fredholm operator A is : 

ind (A)= dimker A - dimcokerA 

Theorem 8.6 (Inverse Function Theorem). Let f : U C X --+ Y be a differentiable map. If 

D f (a) is an isomorphism for some a E U, then there exists an open neighbourhood Uo of a such 

that fiuo is a diffeomorphism on its image. 

Definition 8. 7. A differentiable map f : M --+ .N between Banach manifolds is called Fredholm 

if DJ (x) is a Fredholm operator for each x EM. 

The index off is ind(Df (x)) for x EM. 

Definition 8.8. Let f : U C X --+ Y be a Fredholm map. y E Y is a regular value for f if D f (x) 

is surjective and has a right inverse for all x E 1-1 (y). 

Theorem 8.9 (Implicit Function Theorem). If y is a regular value for a differentiable map f : 
UC X--+ Y, then 1-1 (y) =: M is a Banach manifold and TxM = ker DJ (x). 

In particular if f is a Fredholm operator then M has finite dimension and dim M = ind(!). 
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Basic Properties of the Index 

Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces and A : X -- Y a Fredholm operator. 

Theorem 8.10. If B : Y -- Z is Fredholm operators, then Bo A is a Fredholm operator and 

ind (Bo A) = ind (B) +ind (A). 

Theorem 8.11. If K: X -- Y is a compact operator, then A+ K is a Fredholm operator and 

ind (A+ K) = ind (A) 

Theorem 8.12. There is e > 0 such that for every bounded operator T: X -- Y with llTll < e, 

A + T is Fredholm and 

ind (A+ T) =ind (A) 

dimker (A+ T) :5 dimker A 

The idea is to prove that the operator BJ is Fredholm corresponding to a precise linearization 

for given boundary conditions. The index of this operator can then be used to define topological 

invariants, like the Heegaard Floer homology which corresponds to Whitney disks in the symmetric 

product of Heegaard surface, Gromov-Witten invariants for symplectic manifolds. 

8.2 Cauchy-Riemann Equation 

Let M be a 2n-dimensional manifold with almost complex structure J. Let us consider a smooth 

map u : E -- M. The differential of u splits into two parts, one is complex linear with respect to 

the complex structure J and the other is complex antilinear 

du= 8Ju+8Ju 

where 
- 1 
8Ju = '2 (du+ Jo duo j), 8JU = ~ (du - J o du o j) 

u is called a J-holomorphic curve if it satisfies: 

BJu=O 

This is known as the Cauchy-Riemann equation. 
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We are now going to give a local description of J-holomorphic curves. Let z = s +it be 

a conformal coordinate on E and i the standard complex structure on C. The differential of a 

smooth map u : E --+ M in local coordinates is, 

du = Bu o ds + Bu o dt 
8s 8t 

The matrix representation of the action of i is 

Therefore 
dsoi = -dt 

dt oi = ds 

It follows that 
. 8u 8u 

Jo duo i = -Jo Bs o dt + Jo 8t o ds 

From this we get a local expression for 8 J, 

- 1 (8u 8u 8u 8u ) 8JU = - -ds + -dt- J(u)-dt+ J(u)-ds 
2 8s 8t 8s 8t 

= ! ( 8u + J ( u) Bu) ds + ! ( 8u - J ( u) 8u) dt 
2 8s 8t 2 8t 8s 

Hence the equation BJu = 0 is equivalent to 

{
ts+J(u)~=O 

~-J(u)ts=o 

The two equations are the same due to the fact that J2 = -Id. Therefore we can state the 

following local characterization. 

Proposition 8.13. A smooth map u : E --+ M is J-holomorphic if and only if in conformal 

coordinate z = s + it it satisfies 
8u 8u 
8s + J ( u) 8t = 0 
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As in standard terminology a critical point for a J-holomorphic curve u is a point w E E for 

which du (w) = 0. 

Proposition 8.14. The set of preimages of critical values of a J-holomorphic curue u : E --+ M 

is discrete. 

There are two types of J-holomorphic curves: 

O Multiply-covered curves, which are curves that can be written as composition of a non 

trivial branched covering 7r: E--+ E' and another J-holomorphic curve ii.: E'--+ M 

O "Somewhere injective curves", they are curves u for which there is point w E E such 

that: 

du(w), u-1 (u(z)) = {w} 

such point is called an injective point. We call simple this type of curves. 

Simple curves have the following important property. 

Proposition 8.15. The set of injective points of a simple curue is dense. 

A proof of this can be found in [MS04] and [MS98]. [MS04] particularly gives two different 

proofs. 

8.3 The Moduli Space and the Linearization of [Ji 

The term "moduli space" refers in general to a geometric description of some class of objects 

corresponding to solutions of certain mathematical problems. Here the problem can be thought of 

as the resolutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equation for maps from surfaces to an almost-complex 

manifold, possibly with some boundary conditions and some extra requirements. 

Let M be a 2n-dimensional manifold with almost complex structure J and A E H2 (M,Z). We 

are interested in the space X (A) of smooth maps u : E --+ M which represents the homology 

class A. Equipped with the C00 topology X (A) is an infinite dimensional manifold with tangent 
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space TuX (A)= C00 (E, u*TM) at u. We can consider the delbar operator BJ as an element of the 

space n°·1 (E, u*TM) of smooth M-valued J-antilinear 1-form on E. Since elements of X (A) are 

the zeros of BJ we can consider the infinite dimensional vector bundle 

E-+ X(A) 

The fibre at u EX (A) is Eu= n°·1 (E, u*TM). The operator BJ is then a section of this bundle and 

the J-holomorphic curves representing A are the zero of this section. For B;1 (0) to be a smooth 

manifold we require that this section is transverse to the zero section i.e the composite map 

C00 (E, u*TM)--v_B_J.,T(u,o)E = TuX (A) EB Eu Pr ----Eu 

is linear and surjective for every solution u of the Cauchy-Riemann equation representing the 

homology class A. We denote Du,o this composition map. DBJ : C00 (E, u*T M) --+ T(u,o)E is the 

differential of the section BJ : X (A) --+ E. For now Du,o is just defined for J-holomorphic curve 

u. To extend Du,o to general smooth maps we need to make a choice of splitting of the tangent 

space T(u,aJu)E into horizontal and vertical subspaces. For, we need to chose a connection on TM 

which should preserve J and such that the fibres of E are invariant under parallel transport. Now 

to do this extension let us consider the Levi-Civita connection V on TM with respect to certain 

metric. From this we derive a complex linear connection V defined by 

~ 1 
VyX := VyX - 2J (VyJ) X 

Let e E C00 (E, u*T M). Let us consider the complex bundle isomorphism 

given by parallel transport along the geodesics s ...-. expu(z) (se (z)) with respect to V. The 

vertical part of the section S : u ...-. ( u, BJU) with respect to V for general smooth maps u : E --+ M 

is given by 

Bu : C00 (E, u*T M) --+ n°·1 (E, u*T M) 

e ...-. <l>u (e)-1 BJ (expu (e)) 

Definition 8.16. The linearization of BJ at u is the linear map 

Du:= DBu (0): C00 (E,u*TM)--+ n°·1 (E,u*TM) 
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The maps Du and Bu have the same domain and range but Du is linear and Bu is not. When u 

is J-holomorphic Du = Du,O· In particular when 0 is a regular value for BJ the tangent space at 

u to B"J1 (0) is ker Du by the implicit function theorem [Theorem 8.9]. 

Remark 8.17. To make use of the formulation in terms of distributions we just replace all the 

space of maps by the corresponding Sobolev completion with respect to the Sobolev Wk·P-norm. In 

fact due to elliptic regularity [Theorem 7.21] the kernel and the cokemel of the operator Du do not 

depend on the choice of space in which they are defined. 

In general the moduli space of J-holomorphic curves representing A fail to be a smooth manifold. 

This is due to the existence of multiply-covered curves. To avoid this problem there are two 

approaches. One is to perturb the Cauchy-Riemann equation by adding a perturbation term 11, i.e 

by considering the equation 

The other approach which is used in [MS04] and [MS98] is to consider only simple curves. This last 

approach is the most commonly used. We follow this last approach. We consider then the moduli 

space M (A, J) of simple J-holomorphic curves representing the homology class A. In this case 

there exists a subset .:lreg of the set of almost complex structure on M which contains a countable 

intersection of open and dense subset and such that for each J E .:lreg, M (A, J) is a smooth finite 

dimensional manifold. We then choose a generic almost complex structure J. The linearization 

Du is then well defined and is a Fredholm operator. The Fredholm index of Du is given by the 

Riemann-Roch theorem [MS04]. 

Let c1 E H 2 (M, Z) be the first Chern class of the tangent bundle TM. For a 2-dimensional 

submanifold S, (c1, [SJ) is the topological degree of the restriction of TM to S as complex vector 

bundle. For a closed Riemann surface of genus g the index of Du is given by 

ind (Du)= n (2 - 2g) + 2(c1, A) 

where (c1, A) = (ci, [u (~)]). This index is called the virtual dimension of M (A, J). 

For non compact surfaces one needs to introduce what we call the boundary Maslov index 

[MS04]. 

In order to define invariants from M (A, J) we need to have some compactness results. In 

general M (A, J) is not compact; in some cases however the quotient M (A, J) / Aut (~) is compact 
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where Aut (I;) is the automorphism group of the surface I;. The main obstruction of compactness 

is the phenomena of bubbling which is describes in [MS04] and [MS98]. 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis it has been shown that one can deduce some information about the moduli space of 

holomorphic representatives M (</>) of an element <P E 7r2 (x, y) by reducing the theory to the use 

of the Riemann mapping theorem. This is due to the fact that the disks which we are interested 

in possess special properties inherited from the Heegaard diagram. Their boundary must be made 

by a and /3 arcs so that they represent domains of the Heegaard Diagram. From this result, M ( <P) 

forms a 1-parameter family for convex bigons and squares and the JR-quotient M ( <P) contains only 

one element. The fact that we use a special complex structure on Sym9 (E9 ) which is inherited 

directly from product structure is another important point. It allows us to get holomorphic maps 

in our constructions. This may suggest that the combinatorialization of the computation of the 

boundary map in Heegaard Floer theory is strongly related to the Riemann mapping theorem. 

In the general theory, the virtual dimension of the moduli space is computed via the Riemann

Roch theorem or some of its variations. One can ask if in general there are correspondences between 

such kind of problems as counting J-holomorphic curves in some almost-complex or symplectic 

manifolds and the study of Riemann surfaces and complex vector bundles over Riemann surfaces 

which possess some algebraic and combinatorial aspects. If such correspondence exists, one can ask 

whether the stronger the relation, the more combinatorial is the theory. 
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